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passed 
10/9/91 
REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
Central Washington University 
May 29, 1991 
Presiding Officer: Charles McGehee 
Sue Tirotta Recording Secretary: 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators: All Senato~s or their Alternates were present except Clark, 
Farkas, Kuhlmeier, Medlar, Nethery, Pickett, Smith, Taylor, 
Wallace and Yu . 
Visitors: Paul Schmidt, Jim Maraviglia, James Pappas, Joan Mosebar, Don 
Schliesman, Chip Simmons, Libby Street and Anne Denman. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
-Change order of reports. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
-The minutes of the May 15, 1991 meeting have not yet been distributed; they 
will be considered for approval at the October 9, 1991 Faculty Senate 
meeting. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-5/10/91 letter from Academic Affairs Committee to Phil Tolin in response to 
his 3/12/91 letter concerning faculty workloads. 
-5/16/91 letter from Dale Otto, Education/TESL, regarding Presidential 
Search; forwarded to Presidential Search Committee. 
-5/13/91 letter from James Pappas, Dean of Admissions and Records, regarding 
enrollments; see report below. 
REPORTS 
1. STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
WA 4-year < 
institl~Lions 
due to 
mandated 
enrollment 
lids . 
James Pappas, Dean of Admissions and Records, distributed a report 
on student enrollments for Fall 1991. Dr. Pappas stated that, whereas 
most institutions of higher education across the nation are trying to 
recruit more students, Central is attempting to keep its enrollment s 
within the boundaries set by the state. He reported that although the 
population of Washington state is rising, the number of students at 
e.w .a . has dro ed 7% sinc e 1980-81 C.W.U. has been overenrolled by 
appr ex1mate y 5-400 stu en s s ,nee Fall 1990, but since it is 
unknown at this time how many additional FTE (of the 550 requested) 
will be granted by the legislature for Fall 1991, enrollments are 
difficult to predict and control. A complicating factor has been that 
student retention rates have risen dramatically: in 1976-77, 
Central's retention rate was 42.44%; in 1980 it was 49.41%; by 1991 it 
had risen to 79.49% (the highest of Washington's four-year public 
institutions). Last year's Annual Average FTE number was 6090; this 
year, the Admissions Office is aiming for an Annual Average FTE 
between 6250 and 6275. Two means instituted to control enrollments 
and improve quality are 1) higher freshman admission requirements 
( since Oc tob~~), and 2) higher transfer admissions requirements 
(s inc e 1988) . · 
Freshmen are admitted by reviewing High School Course Pattern 
Requirements and an Admissions Index which is computed by using a 
formula of standardized test scores and high school grade point 
average. The Higher Education Coordinating Board's minimum Index is 
13; for Fall 1991 C.W.U. raised its Index to 18. After the Rolling 
Admissions date is reached, a priority admission system is used and 
the High School Admissions Index is raised. 
Transfer student admissions requirements were raised so that there 
are a tranfer admission scale and priority considerations used in 
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determination of admission. Highest priority consideration is granted 
to students with the appropriate AA degree and cumulative gpas of 2 . 0 
in transfer. 
Paradoxically, although student body headcount is up, graduation 
rates do not seem to be keeping pace. An estimated 17-21% of students 
are able to complete their course of study within four years, but 
students in Teacher Education, Business/Accounting, Engineering and 
several other programs normally require 5-6 years to complete their 
programs. Dean Pappas commented that extended requirements 
necessitating more than four years of study place a severe financial 
burden on most students. 
2. CHAIR 
-Chair McGehee reported that the Presidential Search Committee held its 
initial meeting on May 20, 1991. One member of the Board of Trustees 
withdrew from the Committee, which means that the Search Committee 
meetings no longer are considered to be a quorum of the Board and 
therefore are not considered under the Open Meetings Act. Committee 
members signed a standard statement of confidentiality prohibiting 
discussion of appljcants' personalities and related issues both during 
and after the search process. The Committee noted that the 
advertisement for the position of President is generally seen as weak 
by those on and off campus. It is planned to run the ad one more time 
in the Chr onicle of Hi!her Educat i on, then withdraw it for _revision. 
The Cemmit t ee was nf ormed by chair R.Y. Woodhouse that the 
statement of leadership qualities drafted by consultant Charles Nef ; 
was not being released on the recommendation of legal counsel and to 
allay confusion. Committee members Anne Denman (Associate 
Dean/College of Letters, Arts and Sciences/Anthropology), David Pitts 
(Board of Trustees) and Shawn Christie (ASCWU/BOD/student) have been 
selected to serve on a subcommittee which will revise the ad and 
refine the list of qualifications; it is expected that the revised ad 
will be released to the public after the subcommittee's work is 
completed. The Committee is scheduled to meet again on June 13, but no 
further meetings have been scheduled until September 1991. Chair 
McGehee expressed hope that this schedule can be altered to allow the 
Committee to meet during the summer. Chair McGehee also reported that 
a notice was sent to all faculty on May 21 requesting them to contact 
friends, colleagues and professional associates who they think would 
make a good President and encouraging them to submit their 
application. 
Senator Ken Hammond reported that a recent newspaper quote 
attributed to a Board member stated . that the Board of Trustees 
represents the university in the same way as the faculty members on 
the Search Committee represent the faculty. Senator Hammond 
emphasized that the Board of Trustees represents the state of 
Washington, not the university, and its members have been chosen for 
political reasons rather than for their expertise in the area of 
higher education. Anne Denman added that the Board originally 
appointed the Search Committee to aid it in its search, but this 
concept has - been defeated because the Board has become the Search 
Committee itself. Senator Hammond recommended that no Board members 
serve on the Search Committee because the Board's purpose is to 
objectively evaluate the President, and its effectiveness will be 
compromised if it is responsible for selecting the President. 
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2. CHAIR, continued 
*MOTION NO. 2814 Patrick McLaughlin moved and Tami Schrank seconded a 
mot1on to approve the membership of the 1991-92 Faculty Senate 
Standing Committees, Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR) and 
Faculty Legislative Representative (FLR) as follows: 
SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Andrea Bowman, Education 
Peter Burkholder, Philosophy 
Ken Hammond, Geography 
Gary Heesacker, Accounting 
Jan Rizzuti, Math 
Student (Unknown) 
SENATE CODE COMMITTEE 
Ca t hy Berte l son , BEAM 
Russell Hansen, Sociology 
Owen Pratz, Psychology 
John Herum, English 
Hugh Spall, Business Admin 
SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Jim Hawkins, Drama 
Patricia Maguire, PEHLS 
Patrick Owens, Library 
Stephanie Stein, Psychology 
Tom Thelen, Biology 
FACULTY LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE (FLR) 
Bob wieking, l ET (1991-9 4 ) 
Motion passed. 
SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Barry Donahue, Computer Science 
Barney Erickson, Math 
Wolfgang Franz, Economics 
Wayne Klemin, BEAM 
Rex Wirth, Political Science 
SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
Robert Jacobs, Political Sc ience 
Larry Lowther, History 
Morris Uebelacker, Geography 
Deborah Medlar, Accounting 
Nancy Jurenka, Education 
Student (Unknown) 
COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPS 
Ken Gamon , Mat h ( 3 yr s ) 
Robert Benton, English (2 yrs) 
Erlice Killorn, PEHLS (1 yr) 
-Chair McGehee reminded the members of the Senate Standing Committees 
to assemble directly after the Faculty Senate meeting in order to 
elect chairs so that committees will be prepared to begin work early 
during Fall quarter 1991. 
3. PRESIDENT 
President Donald Garrity reported that the selection process for 
the Dean of Library Services is nearly complete, and the Provost 
intends to make an offer to a finalist next week. He also reported 
that the Search Committee for the Dean of the School of Professional 
Studies, chaired by Dean Gerald Stacy/Graduate Studies and Research, 
is currently formulating an advertisement for that position. 
On May 27 and 28, Central hosted the Governor of Shimane 
prefecture (Japan), his wife and a six-person team as they visited the 
campus. The Governor reported that a new college with a strong 
emphasis on international relations will be opened in Shimane 
prefecture. 
It i s anticipated that the chairs of the House and Senate Ways and 
Means Commit tees, Representative Gary Locke and Senator Dan McDonald, 
will soon meet to resolve biennial budget issues, and it is speculated 
that the legislature will reconvene in mid-June. 
4. AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS 
Ad Hoc Commi ttee member Ken Harsha, BEAM, distributed the results 
of the 1991 Opinion Survey of Administrators. He reported that, of 
370 faculty polled, 126 (34%) responded to the questionnaire. When 
asked if this low response rate was comparable to that of previous 
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4. AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS, continued 
surveys, he indicated that i t was. Dr. Harsha s tated that the results 
of the survey plus confidential comments received from faculty will be 
forwarded to the surveyed administrators and to the board or 
individual(s) to whom they report. 
Chair McGehee cautioned readers of the report to note the number 
of total responses marked at the top of each page, as some results are 
based on a very small number of returns. He also reported that the Ad 
Hoc Committee for Faculty Opinion Survey of Administrators (Jack 
Dugan/Sociology, Bob Carbaugh/Economics, Ken Harsha/BEAM and John 
Silva/Psychology) will be reappointed next year in order to refine and 
revise the survey instrument. The next regularly scheduled survey 
will be conducted during 1992-93. 
5. AD HOC COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE 
Joan Mosebar, Assistant Dean of the School of Business and 
Economics, reported that the Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance 
(Connie Roberts, Chair/BEAM; Joan Mosebar/Asst. Dean of B&E; John 
Silva/Psychology; Anne Denman/Assoc. Dean of CLAS/Anthropology; Rasco 
Tolman/Foreign Languages; Ken Harsha/BEAM; Russ Schultz/Music; Charles 
McGehee/Sociology) met weekly during the 1990-91 academic year to 
review Central's go,rernance process. The Committee reviewed Central's 
organizational and committee structure; interviewed key 
administrators, academic deans and department chairs; gathered 
pertinent data from other institutions; and reviewed basic operations 
such as resource allocation and budgeting. The Committee plans to 
meet during the summer and will issue a final report next year. 
6. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
*MOTION NO. 2815 Peter Burkholder moved approval of changes in the 
Class Attendance Policy, as follows: 
CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY 
t¢g'tll/d$ !Z'VI¥>1-> siWJt¢sii)'ve/ ,i:~ /ex.P¢!Z'tl¢1 ¢f#). ~tAt<t,.e,11~1·1 J\X¢#t~ W mf6W 
,6Swiak.S i11tk.fl.didck i.'l rio.t ¢'ofuf:i.lX~O'll)'l. r/JIG'9t{)t. c;Yl#iA.rlg Vf1k fir;ls,.t ¢rlctk /)f 
t.J.t~F/e/.>1. rtt.4d.e:!Jt1i~ Atrl ~..SzS¢ti~.l¢ ~,t «W r¢<:{ltM;,.eJ(I¢J;it;s/ /Jf /WI ¢r;l¢:fi~t 
t~ ~~ ~Q tv~e~t~¢. Attainment of the educational objectives 
of !_course normally presupposes class atteOOance. At the instructor's 
Oiscretion regular attendance mly be required. 11£ ~.alin't lfii?Witl?Sl 
Ati¢ii ft ~,S W w,h,t¢1}1 e,rtt9'W 11T t)\¢ ~/ ¢¥' ;t.Ae Wi.k,d fr,t~,C)d¢tl.i,.<>)'l~¥ 
~;.y Q.f tlilt q..UJ{rtft?T/. WE¥ cplfl(~ t~~ft¢~9'11 ¥'/ c}t,.O,P ·~ M~l,i~ fl{tNtltEr' 
,C.lsirtw r¢l'l M,d V'W jt);te /.>psi9'ff fotW a,tlpjQjeyt ,Stl,ic}ejt,t/ If Qy the end of 
the third instructional day 0f the quarter ! student has-faTTed to -
attena-a-ciass In which enroiiea:-the Instructor may drdp the student 
~ the class t:oll and fill ~ space with another stu en~ The 
~nstructor must notiry-t~eg~strar so the dropped student can be 
informed and the added student registered. Students are responsible 
f0r informing Gaurse instructors when it is impossible to attend the 
first class meeting . . . 
(policy change effective Fall quarter 1991) 
RATIONALE: A similar modification of the class attendance policy was 
approved by the Undergraduate Council on January 29, 1991. 
1) The first new sentence stresses that class attendance often does 
have a rational ground. 
2) The second new sentence places primary responsibility on 
instructors to decide whether regular attendance is warranted in 
their own classes, and authorizes them to require it. (Such a 
requirement is enforceable only if students have been notified of 
it; e.g., by a statement on the class syllabus.) 
3) The third new sentence is merely an editorial recasting of a 
sentence in Central's current attendance policy. It makes clear 
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that the phrase "hy the end of the third instructional day of the 
quarter" is intended to modify "failed to attend" instead of just 
"enrolled. " 
In response to questions, Dr. Burkholder stated that the Academic 
Affairs Committee considered making class attendance mandatory by the 
third hour of class instruction, rather than the third day of the 
quarter, but the Committee was informed by the Registrar that this 
limitation might not be legal under state law. Dr. Burkholder 
emphasized that the "third instructional day" refers to the third day 
of the quarter rather than to the third class meeting. A Senator 
expressed concern that student waiting lists at the Extended Degree 
Centers may neces.sitate a stric te r time limit before replacing a 
student in a class; Don Schliesman, Dean of Undergraduate Studi es, 
stated that the University's policy is clear on this matter. A Senator 
asked what implications this policy has for lab classes that do not 
meet until after the third day of the quarter. Dr. Burkholder replied 
that an instructor would be allowed (but not retuired) to drop any 
student not attending the first class meeting I~ that meeting occurred 
after the third day of the quarter. He pointed out that the policy 
clearly states that "students are responsible for informing course 
instructors when it is impossible to attend the first class meeting." 
The question was called for on MOTION NO. 2815. Motion passed. 
7. BUDGET COMMITTEE 
*MOTION NO. 2816 Barry Donahue moved approval of faculty salary 
distribution as follows: 
The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds appropriated by the 
legislature for salary increases for the first year of the 1991-93 
biennium be distributed as follows: 
1) Funding of merit not to exceed 1.0% of current salary base. 
2) The remainder of the funds to be used to adjust the salary scale 
(i.e., cost of living). 
Dr. Donahue explained that the January 1, 1991 salary adjustment 
required 1.0% to fund the full merit list. Assigning the same 
percentage to merit this year would result in a merit allocation 
somewhat higher than the 20% cap specified in Faculty Code section 8.40 
(" ... normally up to twenty [20] percent of all availab~unds may be 
designated by the Board of Trustees in any year for merit increases; 
the Faculty Senate may consent to the expenditure of more than twenty 
(20] percent for merit.") Although it is uncertain exactly how much 
money will be allocated, a 3.5%-4.0% increase of the base scale is 
expected. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) shows the inflation rate for 
the first four months. of 1991 to be approximately 2.1% (slightly below 
the "core inflation rate" figure), so a scale adjustment of 2.5-3.0% 
would cover cost of living increases. 
A Senator argued for allocating as much money as possible to scale 
adjustment since funding merit dilutes the salary scale and lead s t o 
wage compression when new faculty are hired at a higher market value 
than those already in service. Another Senator protested tha t , since 
profes~ional growth adjustments have been eliminated, merit awards and 
promotion are the only ways to m0ve upward on the salary scale. Budget 
Committee member Ken Harsha stated that the Committee's intent in 
proposing this distribution is to move as many merit nominees as 
possible upward on the scale. Senators observed that long-standing 
arguments regarding salary distribution and the merit system have never 
been resolved to everyone's satisfaction but that it is reasonable to 
adhere to the plan developed by the Budget Committee last year and not 
set aside the provisions of the Faculty Code. 
A show of hands vote was held on MOTION NO. 2816. Motion passed 
(16 yes, 12 no). 
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*MOTION NO. 2817 Warren Street moved approval of University Curriculum 
Co~ttee pages 1123-1141 with the fo llowing changes: 
-UCC Page 1124, proposed Program Change, Percussion Performance Major: 
under MUS 164-464, change " ... Keyboard s tudy at the 171 or 164 
level ... " to " ... Keyboard study at the 164 or 171 level ... " 
-UCC Page 1126, proposed B.A./Music Major: insert MUS 104 course title: 
"Introduction to Musical Studies." 
-UCC Page 1127, proposed Music Teaching minor, Broad Area Choral and 
Instrumental (K-12): retain "Choral Performance Ensemble ... 6 credits," 
indicate 3 credits for MUS 154, and change total credits to 51. 
-UCC Page 1129, proposed Teaching English as a Second Lanaguage (TESL) 
Minor: change "Eng 320" to "ENG 320." 
-UCC Page 1130, Physical Education Course Addition: change "PE 117" to 
"PEF 117." 
-UCC Page 1131, PRIM 599.1 Course Addition: change " ... research ont he 
cognitive ... " to " ... research on the cognitive ... " 
-UCC Page 1131, B.S./Primate Studies Major Program Addition: change 
"BISC 375 GENERAL ECOLOGY" to "BISC 375 General Ecology. " 
-UCC Page 1134, Flight Technology Course Additions: delete UCC votes. 
-UCC Page 1135, proposed Flight Officer Option: change "Completion of 
the major, assists the student ... " to "Completion of the major assists 
the student ... " and change "contract operator *(FBO) ... " to "contract 
operator (FBO)* ... " 
-UCC Page 1136, proposed Flight Officer Option: change "FLT 211 
Meteorology" to "FLT 210 Me teorology." 
-UCC Page 1138, proposed Airway Science Option: change "The curriuclum 
is disciplined and structured to educate ... " to "The curriculum is 
structured to educate ... " 
-UCC Page 1139, proposed Airway Science Management Concentration: 
change " ... should score 90, or higher on the Air Traffic Control ... " 
to "should score 90 or higher on the Air Traffic Control ... " and 
insert "65" credit notation for core courses. 
-UCC Page 1140, proposed Aviation Maintenance Management Concentration: 
change " ... coverage of the theoretical and practical application ... " 
to "coverage of theoretical and practical applications ... "; change 
• ... curriculum under the Federal Aviation Regulation 147 ... " to 
"curriculum under Federal Aviation Regulation 147 ... "; and delete 
"Opportunities exist both in government and the private sectors of 
aviation." 
-UCC Page 1141, change " ... and practical application." to "and 
practical applications."; and change " ... in government and aviation 
electronics, ... " to " ... in government and private aviation 
electronics, ... " · 
Motion passed. 
UCC PAGE 
1123-27 
1128 
1128 
1128 
1128 
1128 
1129 
1129 
1130 
Music Teaching Minors; Music Education 
Majors; Percussion Performance Major; 
Theory/Composition Major 
DHC 131, 132, 133 
DHC 231, 232, 233 
DHC 331, 332, 333 
DHC 431, 432, 433 
B.A./Bilingual Intercultural Ed. Major 
Bilingual/TESL Minor 
TESL Minor 
PEF 117 
Program Change 
Course Additions 
Course Additions 
Course Additions 
Course Additions 
Program Deletion 
Program Change 
Program Change 
Course Addition 
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9. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE, continued 
UCC PAGE 
1130 HOFN 441 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 220 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 311 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 314 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 392 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 411 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 490 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 496 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 596 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 498 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 499 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 495 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 497 Course Addition 
1131 PRIM 599.1 Course Addition 
1131 B.S./Primate Studies Major Program Addition 
1132 FLT 250 to FLT 253 Course Change 
1132 FLT 251 to FLT 252 Course Change 
1132 FLT 252.1 Course Addition 
1132-33 FLT 319 Course Change 
1133 FLT 357.1 Course Addition 
1133 FLT 458 Course Change 
1133 FLT 458.1 Course Addition 
1133-34 FLT 151.1 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 130 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 220 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 220.1 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 320 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 321 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 338 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 420 Course Addition 
1134 FLT 421 Course Addition 
1134-35 FLT 444 Course Addition 
1135 FLT 445 Course Addition 
1135-36 Flight Tech. Major/Flight Officer Option Program Change 
1136-41 Flight Tech. Major/Airway Science Option Program Change 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Patrick Owens delivered a report and recommendations on the merit 
system. 
OUTLINE OF MERIT PROPOSAL 
I. Rationale 
A. Principle I: Appropriateness of goal setting. 
B. Principle II: Appropriateness of uniformity across 
departments and schools. 
C. Principle II: Appropriateness of equal distribution of 
merit money to all who meet established criteria. 
II. Decisions about merit 
A. Development of Departmental Achievement Model. 
1. Each department develops model 
2. Review by deans and other chairs 
3. Yearly reviews allow for appropriate revision 
4. Model forms the basis for setting individual goals 
B. Assignment through goal setting 
1. Goal setting meeting between faculty member and chair 
2. Written summary of goal setting meeti~g 
3. Review by personnel committee 
4. Report to the dean 
5. Review and approval by the dean 
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1. Preparation of Structured Performance Record 
2. Meeting with chair 
3. Independent review by chair and personnel committee 
4. Summary of evaluations to faculty member 
5. Summary of evaluations to the dean 
6. Dean's independent evaluation 
7. Dean's decision 
8. Dean's decision to the provost with a copy to the 
department chair and faculty member 
D. Uniformity and Appeal 
1. Structured Performance Record 
2. Personnel committee 
3. At-large member of personnel committee 
4. University-wide appeals committee 
III. Nature of Salary Awards to Faculty 
A. Senior steps to those who meet expected goals. 
B. Cost of living adjustments 
C. Merit Awards 
1. Monetary (As "+" amount) 
2. Non-monetary 
D. Market adjustment 
MERIT AWARDS 
This proposal recommends that procedures for the award to faculty 
for meritorious service at Central Washington University be 
restructured. Our approach rests upon three principles. First, annual 
faculty assignments should be determined through goal setting meetings 
that target two levels of activities: those that meet university-wide 
standards of teaching excellence, scholarly activity, and public 
service, as defined and interpreted by departmental goals and those 
that meet the university's definition of meritorious performance. 
Second, merit awards should be both monetary and non-monetary and 
should focus on the prestige of outstanding performance as well as 
dollar rewards. 
Further, these awards should be equally divided among eligible 
faculty, and should be separate from other types of salary adjustments, 
such as market adjustments or a step scale based on seniority. Third, 
the evaluation, measurement, and interpretation of meritorious work 
should be consistent across the university within the confines of 
appropriate academic variations. 
The discussion that follows describes the rationale underlying 
each principle, procedures to implement the new plan, a yearly timeline 
for implementation, and a description of the nature of the merit award. 
I. RATIONALE 
Principle 11: Each year, every faculty member will develop with 
his or her depart ment chair a set of teaching, service, and research 
goals for the year. Goals will be established at two levels: those 
necessary to serve as an effective member of the department and those 
necessary to be meritorious. The goals could arise from a number of 
sources including standards established within the department, 
university-wide standards for faculty performance or the faculty 
member's student and faculty evaluations from previous years. During 
the meeting, the role of the chair of the department will be to relate 
individual goals to departmental objectives and to inform the faculty 
member about expectations related to teaching (e.g., courses to be 
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taught, acceptable student evaluations, number of students one is 
expected to advise), scholarly productivity (e.g., presentations, 
articles, books, exhibits, or performances) and public service (e.g., 
departmental or university committee assignments, activities in service 
to one's professional organizations). 
Faculty and programs benefit in a number of ways when such 
planning is required. First, the faculty member receives a direct and 
clear message about departmental expectations. Currently, expectations 
about the classes one should teach are clear; but in most departments 
other aspects of one's assignment are not explicitly stated. Second, 
the conditions under which performance will be considered meritorious 
are outlined. Third, the faculty member has an opportunity to point 
out and negotiate aspects of his or her assignment that may be 
inequitable when compared to assignments of colleagues. A case in 
point would be faculty serving in departments with large graduate 
programs where a significant portion of faculty time is devoted to 
thesis advisement thus reducing the time a faculty member might have to 
pursue his or her own research or public service. Finally, planning, 
coordinated energies, and goalsetting can facilitate specific 
achievement rather than retrospective rationalization as the basis for 
the award of merit. 
The department also benefits when negotiation is possible. First, 
a mechanism exists to communicate directly with faculty members about 
perceived strengths and weaknesses. Currently, many faculty are 
advised in these areas only when performance has seriously deteriorated 
or when excellence meets an unusual performance standard. Second, 
faculty members have established criteria in relation to which 
judgments about peers can be fairly made. Third, charges of unfair 
practice are guarded against when criteria are explicitly stated. 
Principle #2: We believe that uniformity across departments in merit 
deliberations is both possible and desirable. The nature of academia 
requires that faculty have different assignments and that their value 
is differently assessed. However, in a system that operates on goal 
setting rather than on competition, comparable assessments can be made 
about the degree to which stated goals are met. 
Further, we believe some standardization of procedure will 
eliminate perceived lack of uniformity. In our proposal, each 
department is asked to use similar processes of negotiation, to prepare 
similar Structured Performance Records, to use both the evaluation of 
the chair and a personnel committee. We also urge that department 
personnel committees incorporate an at-large member appointed from 
another department to act as a monitor that assures fair practice and 
as a system of checks and balances. 
Because the system we propose uses each person as his or her own 
standard, we believe that previous difficulties in cross-discipline 
comparisons may be reduced. Further, we believe that this system would 
assist the deans in taking a more active role in understanding and 
guiding the work of each discipline. In addition, this would ensure 
some comparability in the goals that are set for meritorious behavior. 
Principle #3: A merit procedure should be established to assure that 
all faculty whose performances exceed the requirements and expectations 
of their positions are duly rewarded. A system that establishes and 
then rewards individual goals for performance shows respect for 
individual differences and individual strengths. While competition is 
embraced in the marketplace, it should not be the basis for awards in 
the academic setting where more and more cooperative rather than 
competitive ventures are recommended. 
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The legislature may not adequately fund merit. In the current syste 
individuals receiving no money; in the proposed system, the focus is on 
the achievement of merit by stated goals and separates the issues of 
one's valued contribution from the funding available. Those 
recommended would be equally praised. An individual's meritorious 
behavior would be recognized but the amount of money received might be 
quite small. The latter seems, on the whole, to be the lesser of two 
evils. 
In addition, we propose that non-monetary awards or benefits be 
considered. While these awards will have real costs to the University, 
they may be fundable in ways that salary increments are not. 
Moreover, these awards could, by their nature, enhance and encourage 
the growth of faculty abilities. 
We also recommend that market adjustments never be given under the 
guise of merit. If market adjustments are' needed, and we concede that 
they are, they should clearly be labeled as such and not confused with 
meritorious performance. 
Finally, we recommend that a system of seniority steps (formerly 
called professional growth steps) be reinstituted to ensure that 
benefits accrue to faculty members who meet all expectations of their 
position and, in so doing, increase their value to the institution. 
These awards would be separate from merit awards and would recognize 
the very real professional growth that occurs apart from meritorious 
behavior. 
II. DECISIONS ABOUT MERIT 
A. Departmental Achievement Models. 
1. Each department will develop an Achievement Model that 
describes overall direction and goals for the department for 
the following year. 
2. The Departmental Achievement Model will be reviewed by the 
college deans and by other chairs within the school to 
facilitate the development of goals that are relatively 
comparable across departments. 
3. Yearly review of the Achievement Model will allow for revisions 
that are responsive to the department's experience the previous 
year and to changing direction within the University or the 
profession. 
4. The Achievement Model will be instrumental in determining the 
goals for individual faculty members. 
B. Assignment through Goal Setting. 
1. The faculty member will meet yearly with the chair to establish 
his or her basic and meritorious goals. 
2. The chair will write a summary of the collaborative goal 
setting di~cussion. Copies will be distributed to the faculty 
member and departmental personnel committee. 
3. The department's personnel committee will review all written 
summaries to insure that the department is maintaining high 
standards for performance and uniformity across individuals as 
w 11 as appraising the harmony of individual goals with 
departmental goals. 
4. A report to the Dean written by the chair of the department and 
reviewed by the personnel committee will describe individual 
goals for the coming year. 
5. The dean will review the departmental reports and suggest any 
modifications that are necessary to maintain balance across 
departments. Should any revision be needed at this point, 
copies of the revisions will be sent to the department, 
personnel co~ittee and faculty member. Copies will be 
forwarded to the provost. 
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6. The provost will review reports from the three colleges and 
suggest any modifications that are necessary to maintain 
balance across departments. 
C. Annual Assessment. 
1. Each faculty member will prepare a Structured Performance 
Record and supporting documents, indicating progress in meeting 
the goals established during prior goal-setting, with copies to 
the chair, the personnel committee and the dean. 
2. Each year, the chair will meet with each faculty member to 
review his or her accomplishments for the year. 
3. The chair and the personnel committee of the department will 
review the Structured Performance Record for all faculty and 
will determine in each of the three areas of Teaching, 
Scholarly Productivity, and Public Service if the faculty 
member has met the goals to be considered an effective faculty 
member and additionally, if he or she has met the requirements 
to be considered a meritorious faculty member. 
4. The chair will summarize the evaluations by the personnel 
committee and the chair, providing a copy of these evaluations 
to the faculty member. 
5. The chair will send the summary evaluations to the dean. 
6. The dean will conduct an independent evaluation of each faculty 
member to determine if each faculty member has met the goals to 
be considered an effective faculty member and additionally, if 
he or she has met the requirements to be considered a 
meritorious faculty member. 
7. The dean will base a decision about effectiveness and merit of 
the faculty through a review of his or her own evaluation and 
those of the chair and personnel committee from the department. 
8. The dean will forward a written copy of his or her 
determination to the Provost, chair, personnel committee and 
the faculty member. 
D. Uniformity and Appeal. 
1. A standard Structured Performance Record (See Sample) will be 
used by all faculty submitting files to be considered for 
merit, tenure, or promotion. Other materials may be appended 
as appropriate. 
2. Every department will have a personnel committee constituted 
according to departmental action and which s·ubmits an 
evaluation of each faculty member considered for merit, tenure, 
or promotion, independent of the chair's evaluation. 
3. An at-large member from another department will be assigned by 
the Senate to the Personnel Committee of each department to 
insure uniformity of procedures and decisions. 
4. Faculty members who believe the decisions of the chairs, 
personnel committees or deans have not fairly represented their 
performance may ask for a review of their files by the 
University Wide Appeals Committee. The Committee will be 
constituted by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from the 
pool of at-large members and will have no less than six and no 
more than ten members to act in matters related to merit and 
promotion. A committee member may not serve in situations 
where the case of a departmental colleague is before the 
committee. 
III. NATURE OF THE SALARY AWARDS TO FACULTY 
A. Seniority Steps: All faculty who meet basic goals established 
during goal setting conversations and in accordance with University 
guidelines will be eligible to move up the salary scale in a manner 
determined by the provost and according to a published schedule. 
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c . 
1. 
2 . 
D. 
The award for this professional progress will be stated in terms of 
steps on a scale. These awards will be made separately from merit 
awards and the system and standards for this upward growth will be 
determined by the University along clear and published criteria. 
Cost ofi Livin~ Adjustments: Cost of living raises will influence 
the salary sc edule in the same manner that they have historically, 
through a percentage change in the entire schedule. 
Merit Awards 
Monetary awards 
a. The title of merit will be awarded to all faculty who, as 
documented along previously stated procedure have realized the 
goals established for merit. The amount of the award will be 
determined by dividing the total amount available for merit by 
the number of faculty who are judged eligible. 
b. Because the amount of the award will vary from year to year 
dependent on the amount of money available and the number of 
faculty eligible, the proposal requires that salary be 
described differently than in the previous "step system". A 
faculty member would be on a step that represents seniority 
growth and cost of living adjustment. In addition, each 
faculty member would have a "plus" amount that is the total 
merit award accumulated over years. 
c. For example, if Jane Doe, in her first year of employment at 
Central is at step 9 (let's say $30,000) on the salary 
schedule, receives seniority step (to step 10 at $31,500) and 
3.5% COLA, and is one of 100 people judged eligible for a 
$200,000 merit pool, her salary in the next year would be step 
10 ($32,602,50) + $2,000. This is calculated by adding 3.5% to 
step 10 ($31,500 + $1102.50) and by using a plus amount equal 
to the $200,000 merit pool divided by 100 people. 
Non-monetary awards 
a. Non-monetary awards might be of several types. For example, a 
non-monetary award might include tuition credits, parking, 
student or staff assistance for research and development, 
office, studio, and research materials, library duplicating 
credits to name but a few examples. 
b. Non-monetary awards might be awarded under a number of 
conditions. For example, faculty members might receive 
non-monetary awards when monetary awards are not made available 
from the legislature, as an incentive to young or new faculty 
members who may lack the seniority necessary to benefit from 
summer employment or other benefits that accrue to more senior 
members, as a part of a negotiated agreement for special 
services that are outside goal setting agreements, or for 
exceptional merit as determined by the dean or a university 
wide committee established to make such determinations. These 
awards would be distributed on a time-limited basis. 
Market Salary Adjustment: Salary adjustments to respond to market 
forces will be made separately from merit but could be accounted 
for by additional seniority steps at the discretion of the dean or 
a University wide committee established to make such 
determinations. 
Additional Questions 
In the process of developing this proposa l and subsequent discussions 
about it with a number of people across campus, several questions have 
arisen for which we have not proposed an answer or solution. The 
questions fall into two types: those that describe circumstances 
inherent in our proposal that are also inherent in the current system 
and those that describe circumstances peculiar to our proposal. Many 
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of the questions requi re input from other committees and 
therefore, our approach has been to set aside for later 
consideration all questions that do not bear directly on the 
principles we have posited here. However, for the record, the 
following questions have been raised and will be discussed and 
their implications studied if the basic principles on which our 
proposal hinges are adopted: 
1. Will it be possible for an individual to renegotiate their goals 
if unusual circumstances arise in mid-year, e.g., a research 
opportunity or an unexpected committee assignment. 
2. Are promotion and tenure tied to the goal-setting activity? 
3. How well does a goal have to be met?· Is there any room for 
subjectivity? Can overshooting in one area make up for 
undershooting in another? 
4. Is there any kind of holdover system from years when merit funds 
are unavailable or minimal? 
5. If in the evaluation of the department, personnel committee, and 
dean, a faculty member is not meeting basic goals, will there be 
any subsequent action? (This question, of course, relates mostly 
to the case of tenured faculty. The awarding of renewal contracts 
and tenure for untenured faculty allows for specific and direct 
consequences when a faculty member does not meet the basic goals 
of the position.) 
6. Will there be a minimum amount established for merit awards such 
that if that minimum is not available, all money will revert to 
cost-of-living raises? 
7. Will everyone be forced to participate? 
8. Will there be upper limits for merit dollars at each rank? 
9. Can a faculty member continue to accumulate merit past the top of 
the salary schedule? 
10. Will COLAs be added to the plus amount in the same way they are to 
the salary schedule? 
11. What, if any, legal ramifications might there be for cases where a 
faculty member clearly meets his or her established goals for 
merit and then is not rewarded with money? 
* * * * * Chair McGehee reported that the Personnel Committee's 
recommendations will be referred to specific Senate Standing Committees 
(e.g., Code Committee, Budget Committee) for review and will be 
circulated to departments. Comments and criticisms should be forwarded 
to the Senate Executive Committee. The members of the 1990-91 
Personnel Committee will be reappointed next year as an Ad Hoc 
Committee on Merit and will continue to work on this proposal. 
Senators commented that the proposed merit process is potentially 
very time-consuming for department chairs and that it may be more 
idealistic than practical. Personnel Committee member Libby Street 
responded that a fo rm similar to this is currently being used 
successfully in some of Central's larger departments (e.g., Psychology, 
Music, PEHLS). A Senator concurred with Dr. Street that his experience 
of once-a-year goal setting in the public schools did not take an 
inordinate amount of time and helped objectify the merit process. Some 
Senators criticized a systematic merit approval process as 
counterproductive to collegiality and questioned whether a system such 
as this was used at other universities. Dr. Street replied that she 
previously taught at a university where a similar merit award system 
was successfully applied. She emphasized that it is important to 
establish basic expectations of what would be considered meritorious 
conduct before the award process begins rather than at the end of the 
process, and she stated that such expectations are not intended to 
restrict academic freedom. 
'• 
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OLD BUSINESS 
None 
NEW BUSINESS 
None 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
I \ 
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* * * NEXT REGULARLY SCHEDULED FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 9, 1991 * * * 
I ~ 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3't·OO p.m., Wednesday,. May 2i, 1991 
SUB 204-205 
ROLL CALL 
'·. 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES -May 15, 1991 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
-5/10/91 letter from Academic Affairs COilmlit~ee to Ph.i·l . 
Tolin in response to his 3/12/91 letter concerning 
faculty workloads. . 
-5/16/91 letter from Dale Otto, Edueation/TESL, re. 
Presidential Search; forward to Presidential Search : 
Committee. · 
-5/13-/91 letter from James P•ppas, Dean of Admissions ,· -and 
Records, re. enrollments; see report below. 
V. REPORTS 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Chair 
-Update on Presidential Search 
-Motion to approve 1991-92 Senate Stand~ng Committees (see attached roster) 
President 
Enrollment - James Pappas, Dean of· Admissions/Recorda 
Faculty Opinion Survey of Administrators - Jack Dugan 
Ad Hoc Committee on University Governance - Connie Roberts 
Academic Affairs Committee 
-Class Attendance Policy (see attached letter) 
Budget Committee 
-Salary Distribution (attached) 
Code Committee 
Curriculum Committee 
-ucc Pages 1123-1141 
10. Personnel Committee 
-Merit Proposal (attached) 
OLD BUSINESS 
NEW BUSINESS 
ADJOURNMENT 
*** NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: October 10, 1991 *** 
1991-92 FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES 
Office: 
Page 2 
Dept. 
3-1305 
3-2611 
3-1911 
3-2766 
3-2701 
SENATE EXECUTIVE CQMMITTEE 
Charles McGehee,JChair 
Connie Roberts, Vice Chair 
Erlice Killorn, Secretary 
Jim Ponzetti, At-Large 
Don Ringe, At-Large 
Sociology 
BEAM 
PEHLS 
Home Economics 
Geology 
SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
*Andrea Bowman 
*Peter Burkholder 
*Ken Hafnmond 
+Gary Heesacker 
Jan Rizzuti 
STUDENT ( tnmf0WN) 
Education 
Philosophy 
Geography 
Accounting 
Math 
SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE 
+Barry Donahue 
*Barney Erickson 
Wolfgang Franz 
Computer Science 
+Wayne Klemin 
*Rex Wirth · 
SENATE CODE COMMITTEE 
Cathy Bertelson 
Russell Hansen 
*Owen Pratz 
*John Herum 
Math 
Economics 
BEAM 
Political Science 
BEAM 
Sociology 
Psychology 
English 
+Hugh Spall Business Admin. 
SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
+Robert Jacobs 
*Larry Lowther 
+Morris Uebelacker 
*Deborah Medlar 
UNKNOWN 
STUDENT ( UNIQlOWN) 
SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Jim Hawkins 
+Patricia Maguire 
*Patrick Owens 
*Stephanie Stein 
*Tom Thelen 
Political Science 
History 
Geography 
Accounting 
Drama 
PEHLS 
Library 
Psychology 
Biology 
COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES (CFRl 
Ken Gamon 
Robert Benton 
Erlice Killorn 
(3 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
FACULTY LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE (FLR) 
Robert Wieking 1991-1994 
UNKNOWN 1994-1997 
* Senator 
+ Alternate 
Student Alternate: ASCWU/BOD President -
(5/6/91; 2:1) 
3-2005 
3-1444 
3-1927 
3-3360 
3-2828 
3-1647 
3-1358 
3-1188 
3-3337 
3-1906 
3-1495 
3-2833 
3-3420 
3-1255 
3-1318 
3-2155 
3-2204 
3-3667 
3-1533 
3-2343 
3-2375 
3-1455 
3-2184 
3-1550 
3-1230 
3-1968 
3-1021 
3-1653 
3-3301 
3-1460 
3-1818 
3-1188 
3-3339 
3-2103 
3-1495 
3-2103 
3-1955 
3-2611 
3-2408 
3-2611 
3-1305 
3-2381 
3-1546 
3-3339 
3-2408 
3-1655 
3-1188 
3-3339 
3-1766 
3-1314 
3-1021 
3-2381 
3-2731 
3-2834 3-2103 
SCAN 721-7410 
3-1927 3-1911 
3-2733 3-1756 
r • 
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ACAOBII.IC APPAIRS COJIIII'r'l'D - CLASS A'l"l'ENDAMCI POLICY 
(POLICY EFFECTIVE FALL QUARTER 1991) 
:t.i 
Lji ,. '.:.. 
'2>l.. ,; ': 
,. :' 
.,... .. ~ ...... .-... 
.... .,. 
Central 
Washinston 
University 
• 
...................... ,_;A 
..... ........ .;}~ . 
:.r '.:.: 4t ~ "'f? (, "t> 
Pebnarr 1, .lttlF ·:., ::. r 
~· I 
DMI' W.. MciGeb .. a 
'' 
Du.rlnt ita Metint oa .Janurr 2t, 1tt1 tbe Gnchl'9n4uate ., 
cou.naU approved a .otlon propoalnt Jt0dif1cat1• ot t:M cla .. '•:. · 
attendance poUq. 'I'H that puavnpb of U.. preaeft poUcr 
1• t)'J*S below vltla tbe pi'OpOe.t nev vol'cliftl 1a parentb ..... 
~"''tl/61. 'j'/'tt'~'"'~'''''l1/,ta.•~ A1LK66;ftlt~l"'tlt6atj"/'tt'~~~/lj/"l/~l"tt~ 
~~~-J/~-f~~l/~;/t$t-J/1, __ ~1-II~J~,,_,II/,J~-~~-I~,_ 
,_,,_~,~~J-It;,I-JJ/t;.-J1---~J-I-tl~-l~_,,_,,$~1'~~~ 
J~-11-t;/-~,JJ,_J (Claaa attendance .. , '- r~ired at 
the cll.cretlon of tbe l~ructor to Met tM eclucaU.onal 
objective• of the cour.e. ) If • atudant fall• to attend 
a claaa in vhicb enrolled by tba eM of tile thiN 
lnat ruct l onal day of the quarter, tbe courM in•t.ructor 
•Y drop the atudent froa the claaa roll and till tbe 
apace vitb another atuclent. 'l'be lnatnH:tor ~N•t notify 
the Reqiatrar ao the dropped atudent can be infor.ed and 
the added • t udent reqiaterecl . Studente are r .. ponaible 
for 1nfon1nCJ courM inatructora vhen it ia i•poaaible 
to attend the tint elaaa aeetlnf. 
I support the propoa.t chan;• for aevenl reasona. 
rint, the C\lrnnt policy i• not clear. The aecond aentence 
i•p11.. that attendance 1• aandatolT i n ~ counea, but 
doea not give the .. tudent aucb help in findi.ftl out vhicJa 
onea . The propoaed chan;• clHrly tell a the etudent that the 
inatructor •uat tell Ulea tt attendance 1• required. The 
aeoond reaeon I like the euggested change 1a becauae it 
respond• better to the viahea of the faculty, at leaat a• I 
have understood th•• in the paat. Whenever the aubject of 
•andatory c l aaa attendance baa been dl1cussed in the 
Undergraduate Council or on the floor ot tbe Senate, the 
f&C\llty see•• to be clearly divided -- •oM favoring it and 
•o.. oppoaing. The propoaed policy vould allow those vho 
vant to require attendance to do ao, and tho .. vho do not 
vould not have to. The change being augge1tecl ap~ara to be 
a good change. I reco-•n4 it be approved by the Senate. 
IJIIS:rd 
G:ll 
z·· 
Donald K. Schliea .. n 
Vice Provoat and Dean of 
Undergraduate Stud!•• 
-
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BUDGET COMMITTEE 
The January 1, 1991 salary adjustment required 1.0% to fund the 
full merit list. Assigning the same percentage to merit this 
year would result in a merit allocation somewhat higher than the 
20% cap specified in the code. This action would require 
approval by the Senate. 
! 
PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION OP SALARY INCREASE PUNDS 
Worst Best 
===== ==== 
Scale Adjustment 2.5% 3.0% 
Merit Allocation 1.0 1.0 
Total Increase 3.5% 4.0% 
MOTION: The Faculty Senate recommends that the funds 
appropriated by the legislature for salary increases 
for the first year of the 1991-93 biennium be 
distributed as follows: 
1) 
2) 
Funding of merit not to exceed 1.0% of current 
salary base. 
The remainder of the funds to be used to adjust 
the salary scale (i.e., cost of living). 
I. Rationale 
A. Principle I: 
B. Prindple II: 
c. Principle II: 
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May 19, 1991 
Senate Personnel Committee 
_OUniiiE Of tERIT PROPOSAL 
Appropriateness of goal setting. 
Appropriateness of unifona;ty across ,_, -· · · 
departments and schools. 
Appropriateness of equal distribution of merit 
money to all who meet established criteril. 
11. Decisions about 8el"it 
A. Development of Departmental Achievement Model. 
1. Each department develops model -
2. Review by deans and other chairs 
3. Yearly reviews allow for appropriate revision 
4. Model forms the basis for setting individual goals 
B. Assignment through goal setting 
1. Goal setting meeting between faculty member and chair 
2. Written summary of goal setting meeting 
3. Review by personnel committee 
4. Report to the dean 
5. Review and approval by the dean 
C. Annual Assessment 
1. Preparation of Structured Performance Record 
2. Meeting with chair 
3. Independent review by chair and personnel committee 
4. Summary of evaluations to faculty member 
5. Summary of evaluations to the dean 
6. Dean's independent evaluation 
7. Dean's decision 
8. Dean's decision to the provost with a copy to the 
department chair and faculty member 
D. Uniformity and Appeal 
1. Structured Performance Record 
2. Personnel committee 
3. At-large member of personnel committee 
4. University-wide appeals committee 
III. Nature of Salary Awards to Faculty 
A. Senior steps to those who meet expected goals. 
B. Cost of living adjustments 
C. Merit Awards 
1. Monetary (As 11 +11 amount) 
2. Non-monetary 
D. Market adjustment 
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lUll MWDS 
This propotal rec~nds that procedures for the a.ard to faculty for .aritorious service at 
Central Washington University be restructured. Our approach rests upon three principles. First, 
annual faculty asslgn~ents shOUld be dtt.n~lned through goal setting ... tlngs that target tiD levels 
of activities: those that .. t university-wide standards of te~chlng excellence, scholarly activity, 
and public service, as defined and tnt..,..ted by depart.tntal goals and those that -t the 
university's definition of ..rttorlous perforwnce. Second, .artt ... refs should be both .,nttary and 
non-.,nttary and should focus on the prestige of outstanding perforwnce as •11 as dollar rewards. 
Further, theSe a.ards should be equ~lly divided ..,ng e11otble faculty, and should be separate 
froa other types of salary adjustlents, such as 11rket adjus~nts or a step scale blsed on 
seniority. Third, the evaluation, .usure.nt, and Interpretation of .arttortous .ort should be 
consistent across the university wHhtn the confines of appropriate acade.lc vertatlons. 
The discussion that follows describes the rationale underlying each princip-le, procectures to 
t-..1-nt the new plan. 1 ~rly t1•11nt for iiiPleantatton, and a description of the n1ture of the 
.artt a.ard. 
J. UTICJIM.f 
Principle U: Each )'Mr. l'ltr'Y faculty IIMiber will develop with his or her deparu.nt chlir a 
set of teaching, service, and research goals for the )lelr. Goals will be established at biD 
levels: those necessary to serve as an effective _... of the depar•nt and those necessary 
to be -.rltorious. The goals could arise froa 1 llllllbet- of sources Including standards 
establls!Md •lthln the departlent, university-wide standards for faculty perfo.-.nce or tf!e 
faculty ....-•s student and faculty evaluations froa previous .)'UI'$. During the -ttng, the 
role of the chair of the depart.nt will be to relate Individual goals to deparwental 
objectives and to lnforw the faculty...,_. about expectations related to teaching (e.g •• 
courses to be taught, acceptable student evaluat tons, ruDer of students one Is expected to 
advise), scholarly productivity (e.g., presentations. articles, books, exhibits, or 
perforeances) and public service (e.g., departltntil or university eo~~ittee asstgnaants, 
activities In service to o•'s professional organizations). 
Faculty and progra• be•fit In a nUIIDer of ways when such plaMing ts required. First, 
the faculty member receives a direct and clear .essage about departllntal expectations. 
Currently, expectations about the classes OIW should teach are clear: but fn IIDst clepartnents 
other aspects of one's assignment are not explicitly stated. Second, the conditions under 
which perfonmance wi It be considered aeritorlous are outltnect. Third, the faculty llleiiOer has 
an opportunity to point out and negotiate aspects of his or her assignment that may be 
inequitable when compared to -ssignments of colleagues. A case In point would be faculty 
serving In departments with large graduate programs where a significant portion of faculty time 
Is devoted to thesis advisement thus reducing the tine a faculty member •lght have to pursue 
his or her own research or public service. Finally, planning, coordinated energies, and 
goalsettlng can facilitate specific achievement rather than retrospective rationalization as 
the bas Is for the award of ..,.tt. 
The depart~~ent also benefits when negotiation Is possible. First, a •chants. exists to 
cOIIIILinicate directly with faculty menmers about perceived strengths and weaknesses. Currently, 
many faculty are advised In these areas only when performance has seriously deteriorated or 
when excellence nEets an unusual perfonnance standard. Second, faculty lllei!Ders have 
established criteria In relation to which judgments about peers can be fairly made. Third, 
charges of unfair practice are guarded against when criteria are explicitly stated. 
Pr i nciple f2: We believe that uniformity across departnents in lll!rft deliberations is both 
possible and desirable. The nature of academia requires that faculty have different 
assignments and that their value Is differently assessed. However, in a systeM that operates 
o~ goal setting rather than on competition, comparable assessments can be made about the degree 
to IIIIich st~ted CJDals are llltt. 
Further, we believe some standardization of procedure will eliminate perceived lack of 
uniformity. In our proposal, each department Is asked to use s!•ilar processes of negotiation, 
to prepare similar Structured Performance Records, to use both the evaluation of the chair and 
a personnel committee. We also urge that department personnel committees Incorporate an 
..-\" 
IDIT ....S 
hgi'Y 
at-large .alblr appointed fraa another deplrtllnt to act as a ~mmitor that assures fatr 
pract tee and as a syst• of checks and balances. 
Because the syst• • propose uses uch person as hIs or her a.n standard, • bel teve that 
previous difficulties In c:ross-dlscip11ne c~rtsons •Y be ~"educed. Fu.rther, • believe that 
this sys~ t10Uld assist the duns In taking 1 IDre acttve' role tn understanding and guiding 
the work of each discipline. In addition, this t10Uld ensure sa. c~rabiltty In the goals 
that a~ set for ...-ttorlous behavior . 
Principle 13: A .,-tt procedure should be est.Uiished to as141N thlt all faculty .tlose ., 
perfol'tllnces exceed the requireeents and expectations of their positions ve duly rewarded. A 
syst• that establishes and then rewards Individual goals for perforwance shows respect for 
indlvtdual dlffennces . and Individual strengths. 111\lle c~tttion Is lllbraced In the 
Mrketplace, It should not be the basis for a.ll"ds In the aca•tc setting ..tlere ~are and ~mre 
cooperative rather than competitive ventures are rteG~Bendld. 
The legls·lature MY not adeq~Mttely fund .erlt. In the cul'ftnt syst•, poor funding fraa 
the legislature results In sa. Mrttortous indtvtduals receiving no 1Dnl1: tn the proposed 
syst•. tht focus ts on the achlev.-nt of _.It by stated goals and separates the Issues of 
one's valued contribution traa the funding avatlable. Those rec~nded tiOUld be equally 
praised. An Individual's .,-ttorlous behavior .auld be recognized but the _,.,nt of 110ney 
received •tght be qutte s.ll. The latter ,_, on the WhOle, to be the lesser of t.o evils. 
In addition, • propose that non-IDnetary awards or benefits be considered. Mtll1e these 
awards wt 11 have real costs to the Untvers ity. they •Y be fundlb le In ..ays that salary 
lncretaBnts are not. Moreover, these awards could, by their nature, enhance and encourage the 
growth of faculty abiltttes. 
We also recaa.nd that Mrket adjus~ts never be gtven undlr the guise of .ertt. If 
1111rket adjustaents are needed, and .,. concede that they are, they should clearly be labeled as 
such and not confused with ~~~rttortous .-rfo,.nce. 
Finally, 1ft recomend that a syst• of seniority steps (fo~ly called professional growth 
steps) be reinstituted to ensure that benefits accrue to faculty III!IIMn who 11111et all 
expectations of their position and, In so doing, increase their val• to the institution. 
These awards would be separate fraa •rlt awards and would recognize the very real professional 
growth thlt occurs apart fi"OIII •ritorlous behavior. 
II. OECISICIIS A8IJJT IDJT 
A. DepartMntal Achievement Models. 
1. Each department will develop an Achievement Model that describes overall direction and 
goals for the department for the following year. 
2. The Departmental Ach levemant Mode 1 will be rev lewed by the co liege deans and by other 
chairs within the school to facilitate the develoPI8nt of goals that are relatively 
comparable across departments. 
3. Yearly review of the Achievement Model will allow for revisions that are responsive to 
the department's experience the previous year and to changing dtrectton within the 
University or the profession. 
4. The Achievement Model will be Instrumental In determining the goals for Individual 
faculty merrbers. 
B. Assignment through Goal Setting. 
1. The faculty member will meet yearly with the chair to establish his or her basic and 
~erltorlous goals. 
2. The chair will write a summary of the collaborative goal setting discussion. Copies 
will be distributed to the faculty IIIBIIOer and departmental personnel c011111ittee. 
3. The department's personnel committee will review all written summaries to Insure that 
the department Is maintaining high standards for perfonnance and uniformity across 
Individuals as well as appraising the harmony of Individual goals with departmental 
goals. 
lOll .MMIS 
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4. A report to the Dun ..-ltten by the chair of the •rt.nt and revt..S by the 
personnel ca.ittee wf11 describe lndlvtdUII goals for the c.c.tng )'Mr. 
s. The dun will review the deplrU.ntal reports and suggest any IDdtftc:attons thlt are 
neceswry to •tnuln balance across deparwants. Should any revision be needed at 
this point, copies of the revisions wtll be sent to the dtparwant, personnel c0111tttee 
and faculty ...mer. Copies will be fon.~rded to the provost. 
6. The provost will review reports frc. the three colleges and s11!19Ht any IIMitfic:attons 
that are necessary to •tntltn balance across deplrt8nts. 
C. Ani'IUil ASH5S8ftt. 
1. Each faculty ..oer wtll prepare a Structured Perfo~nce Record and supporting 
doe~s. Indicating progress In ~ting the goals estlb11shed during prior 
goal-setting, with copies to the chair, the personnel ca.lttee and the dun. 
2. Each ~r. the chair will .. t with each faculty ...tier to review his or her 
acca.plishllnts for the ~r. 
3. The chair and the penon•l ~ittee of the deplrt:.ftt will review the St,.ctured 
Perfo,_nce Record for all faculty and wtll deterwt• In tlch of the three areas of 
Teaching, Sdlolarly Produettvtty, and Pub11c Service If the faculty....,.. hH •t the 
goats to be constdlfwt an effective faculty...,. and addttlonlllly, if he or she has 
1111t the requl....nts to be considered a aritorlous faculty...,., 
4. The chair will sU~~Mrlze the evaluations by the personnel ~lttee and the chair, 
providing a copy of these evalUitions to the faculty .... 
s. The chair will send the s...ary evaluations to the clean. 
6. The dHn w111 conduet an Independent eva lUitlon of each faculty llll!lller to deteral• If 
each faculty _.,.r has •t the goals to be considered an effective faculty~ and 
addltto•lly, tf he or she has •t the requlret~~nts to be considerell a ..,.ltortous 
faculty lllelltler. 
7. The dean will base a decision about effectiveness and ~erlt of ~faculty through a 
review of his or her CMI evaluation and those of the chair and person•l c011111ittee fro~~ 
the depart1111nt. 
8. The dean will forward a written copy of his or her deter.inatlon to the Provost, chair, 
personnel ca.alttee and the faculty member. 
D. UnifoM!IitY and Appeal. 
1. A standard Structured Perfol"'lllnce Record (See ~le) will be used by all faculty 
sublllltting files to be considered for 1111rtt, tenure, or pronotlon. Other materials may 
be appended as appropriate. 
2. Every departlllent will have a personnel eonnittee constituted according to departmental 
action and which submits an evaluation of each faculty melber considered for .erit, 
tenure, or pr010tton, Independent of the chair's evaluation. 
3. An at-large llei!Der fr011 another departllent wi 1 I be ass tgnld by the Senate to the 
Personnel Colllltttee of each departlllent to Insure unlfor.fty of procedures and 
decisions. 
4. Faculty menDers .tlo believe the decisions of the chairs, person.-1 COIIIIfttees or deans 
have not fairly represented their performance may ask for a review of their files by 
the University Wide Appeals Committee. The Committee will be constituted by the 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee from the pool of at-large ~embers and will have no 
tess than six and no ~ere than ten members to act In .atters related to nerit and 
prOIII)tion. A c011111ittee llleiiOer may not serve In s ltuations where the case of a 
department& 1 eo lleague Is before the c01111l ttee. 
Ill. IIATliiE OF TIE SALARY MWIDS TO FACII.lT 
A. Seniority StPps: All faculty who .eet baste goals established during goal setting 
conversations and in accordance with University guidelines will be eligible to move up the 
salary scale In a manner determined by the provost and according to a published schedule. 
The award for this professional progress will be stated In teras of steps on a scale. 
These awards will be Nde separately from ner it awards ai.d the systee and standards for 
this upward growth will be determined by the University along clear and published criteria. 
) 
B. Cost of Llvina AdJust.nts: Cost of 11vlng raises wt11 Influence the salary schedl.tle tn 
the sue •nner that they hive historically, throut;lh a percentage change In the entire 
schedule. 
c. Merit •rds 
1. Monetary ... rds 
a. The title of 11rit will be awarded to all faculty .no, as docw.nt.ed along 
previously stated procedUN have rea11zell the gMls estUllsMd for .,.it. n. 
a.unt of the ......S wtll be det.,..fned by dlvidlfll tM total --..nt av.flable for 
..rtt by the nulber of faculty .no are judged eligible. 
b. Because the a.DUnt of the .... rd wtll vary frca year to yeer dependent on the IIII)Unt 
of mney available and the IUIIber of faculty eligible, the proposal requires that 
salary be described differently than In the previous •stt~p syst_.. A faculty 
IIIIIIDer would be on a step that represents seniority growth and cost of living 
adjust.nt. In addition, each faculty _.,. would have 1 •pJus• amunt that fs 
the total ...-ft Mlllrd aCCUIIIIlated OV·III" years. 
c. For ex'Uiplt, If Jane Doe, In her f irst 1Mr of IIIPIO~t at Central Is at step 9 
(let's 511 $30,000) on the salary schedule, receives seniority step (to step 10 at 
$31,500) and a 3 .~ COLA, and ts one of 100 people Judged eligible for a $200,000 
•tt pool , her salary In the next year .ould be sttlp 10 ($32,6Q2,50) + $2,000. 
This ts calculated by adding 3.s- to step 10 ($31,500 + $1102.50) and by using a 
plus uount equal to the $200,000 ..-tt pool divided by 100 pecple. 
2. Mon-1110nttary .wards 
a. Mon-moMtary atMrds 11ight be of several types. For ex...,Je, a non..-onetary ... rd 
•tght li'lc:lude tuition credits, ~rtdng, student or staff assistance for research 
and develos-nt. offfct, studio, and research •tertals, ltbrary duplicating 
credits to IIIla but a few exa•les. 
b. Non-mnetary birds •ight be a..rded under a IUiber of conditions. For ex-.le, 
faculty lllelllbers •ight receive non-IID•tary ... rds llhen mnetary a...-cts are not !lade 
available frca the legislature, as an Incentive to young or .,.. faculty 111811Cers .tto 
•Y lack the seniority necessary to benefit frca sunner ..,lo~nt or other 
benefits that accrue to 1110re senior 11811Ders, as a part of a negotiated agreen.nt 
for special services that are outstde goal setting agre.-nts, or for exc:eptioftlcl 
1111rit as dete,.fned by the dean or a university wide c01111itt• established to I!Ue 
such deterwlnattons. These awards would be distributed on a tt•-11•tted basts. 
o. Market Salary Adjustment: Salary adjustnants to respond to ~erket forc:es will be made 
separately from .erit but could be accounted for by additional seniority steps at the 
discretion of the dean or a University wide ca~mittee established to ~ake suc:h 
deten~inations. 
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Additional Questions 
In the process of developing this proposal and subsequent discussions 
about it with a number of people across campus, several questions have 
arisen for which we have not proposed an answer or solut1on. The questions 
fall into two types: those that describe circumstances inherent in our 
proposal that are also inherent in the current system and those that 
describe circumstances peculiar to our proposal. Many of the questions 
require in~ut from other committees and therefore, our approach has been to 
set aside for later consideration all questions that do not bear directly 
on the principles we have posited here. However, for the record, the 
following questions have been raised and will be discussed and their 
implicat1ons studied if the basic principles on whkh our proposal hinges 
are adopted: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Will it be possible for an individual to reneg.otiate their goals if 
unusual circumstances arise in mid-year, e.g., a research opportunity 
or an unexpected committee assignment. 
Are promotion and tenure tied to the goal:setting activity? 
How well does a goal have to be met? Is there any room for 
subjectivity? Can overshooting in one area make up for undershooting 
in another? 
Is there any kind of holdover system from years when merit funds are 
unavailable or minimal? 
If in the evaluation of the department, personnel committee, and 
dean, a facult:¥ member is not meeting basic goals will there be any 
subsequent act1on? (This question, of course, re\ates mostly to the 
case of tenured faculty. The awarding of renewal contracts and 
tenure for untenured faculty allows for specific and direct 
consequences when a faculty member does not meet the basic goals of 
the position.} 
Will there be a minimum amount established for merit awards such that 
if that minimum is not available, all money will revert to 
cost-of-living raises? 
Will everyone be forced to participate? 
Will there be upper limits for merit dollars at each rank? 
Can a faculty member continue to accumulate merit past the top of the 
salary schedule? 
Will COLAs be added to the plus amount in the same way they are to 
the salary schedule? 
What if any, legal ramifications might there be for cases where a 
faculty member clearly meets his or her established goals for merit 
and then is not rewar~ed with money? 
dRIT AWARD HOCPI 
PIIAS. I 1 DEPAR'niDITAL ACIIIBVDIDIT MODI:L 
A. Each Depart..ent r-valuate. and develope an achiev-nt .octal to be uaed 
aa a baalc aundard for ach.iev-nt by the faculty -"r• in the 
de~Nart.ent. 
a. The de~Nart.ental ecbiev-nt .odel ia diatributed to -ch faculty 
.-.bar. 
PIIAS. II: GOAL IIIEGOTIATIOM (llay-Juna) 
A. 
•• 
c. 
D. 
llef~otiaUon for tbe fol1ovl119 yMz"'a toala betv.en the - faculty 
_..,_r and hla/her chair . (II- faaulty -.bare will neoqot.iata at the 
u- of hire) • llec,otlat.ed Goela are recorded in the Goal• colu.n ot 
the structured Parfo~nc• Record (IPR) • 
Review and approval of the n_,otlated 9oal• by tba De~Nart.ental 
Par•onnel c-itt-. c-anu and altnat~~rea on the IPit .. rionnal 
Ca.alttea Ravi- and Evaluation Po~ by the ca.altt- chalrparaon and 
at-large -llber. 
Review and approval of tbe n.,otiated goala reported on the IPit 
by the Dean. 
Copiaa of flnalhed approved nagotiated toala on SPit to faculty and 
Chair. 
PIIAS. III: EVAWATIOM i UCXJIMPDA'riOM (llarch-April) 
A. Faculty -llbar Ulle ln tbe parforaanca atui.~nt portion of the SPit 
and aubaita thr- copi- to the Chair wbo aenda one to tbe hraonnal 
co.aittee and one to the Dean. 
a. 1. The Chair review• the faculty -llbar'• - r.lt award file co.priaed or 
the an and any eupple-ntal eupportlng .. uriel. 
2. The hraonnel C:O..ltt- reviewa tbe faculty .-.bu' ' • Mrit award file 
COIIPri•ed of the SPa and any auppl-ntal aupporting -terbl. 
c. 1. 'l'be chair'• independent evaluation and reca-andatlon (not attained, 
attained aati•factory parfo~nce, or .. rlt.orlou• parto~anca), 
ce~~~plet1on of the evaluation colu.n in the sn and ~nta, overall 
r~ndation and aignature . · 
...... 
...... 
Ql 
tJ'I 
CIS p, 
J . 'th• paraonnel c...tttea•a independent evaluation and raco..andation 
(not attained , attained aat.i atactory pertoraanca, or -ritorioua 
parfonanca) , co-..letion of tbe evaluation colu.n in the sn anc! 
ca..anu, ove.rall r~ndation and •lgnature • 
D. Reeulta fro~ the chair and peraonnal co .. ittee review• are eubaittad to 
the Dean with a copy to the faculty aaabar. 
•· The Dean conduct• an independent evaluation or the file and recorda 
co .. ents, reco .. endations and signature on the Dean'• SPR Review and 
!valuation Fo~. 
P . The Dean aubaita hia/her reco .. endation to the Provoat vith a copy to 
the faculty aeabar. 
PHASI IV: APPEAL PROCESS (April-May) 
A. 
•• 
Psculty aeabere vho believe the decisions of the chaira, paraonnel 
co .. itteea, or deana do not fairly represent their perfonance record 
aay requeat a review by the Univeraity Wide Appeala co .. ittee. 
The Univaraity Wide Appeal• co .. ittee review• the fila and any coaaenta 
or additional aaterial aubaitted by the faulty aeaber and aakae a 
date~1nat1on. 
c. The Appeal• co .. lttee notifiea the faculty of ita dete~ination. 
PHASE V: PINAL AWARD DETERMINATION 
A. 
•• 
c. 
The Appaala co .. tttea Report ia reviewed and appropriate action and 
notification ia aada. 
The final detaraination ia aade regarding the faculty aeabera vho vill 
be the Merit Avard recipient•. The natura (aonetary or non••onatary) 
and the aaount of the award ia dete~ined. 
The Merit Avarda are announced, publiahed and the recipient• notified. 
. 
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I. 
Aft AI ...aft 
A. OciUrMe 
------------------------------------------------------------- ---
1. AcceptUile Standard 
:z. Meritoriou• Standard 
( ] Did Mot Jlleet 
la•ic Goal a 
[]Met .. e ic Goale 
[ )lleritoriou• 
----------------------------·----------- ----~--------------~-----
1. Acceptable Standard 
:z. Meritoriou• Standard 
--------·-----------·------------------------·---------C. Studlult: 11¥el-ti~ 
1 . Acceptable Standard 
:z. Meri torioue Standard 
GOAL& 
o. I ndepelident stucn-
1 . Acce ptable Standard 
:z. Meritorious Standard 
1. Acceptabl e Standard 
2 . Meritorious Standard 
(]Did Mot JlleeC 
... ic Goal• 
[]Met aa•ic eo.l• 
I ]lleritorioua 
(]Did Mot Jlleet 
lade Goale 
(]Ret lae ic Goala 
[]Meritoriou. 
[]Did Not Meet 
Baaic Goala 
[ ]Met Baaic Goals 
( ]Meritorioua 
[ ] Di d Not Meet 
Bas ic Goals 
[]Met Baaic Goals 
[ ]Meritorioua 
---------·-·--------------------------------·-------·----·--------·- ,---·-----------------·--------
P. Profeasional Develo~nt Related to Teacbil'l9 
1 . Acce ptable Standard 
2. Meritorious Standard 
[ ] Did Not Meet 
Baaic Goals 
[]Met Bad e Goals 
(]Meritorious 
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D. n-entad- (Silbilttid, k~Ci~Ptid, or cUv.n) 
---------- --------------1. Acceptable Standard 
2. Meritorioua Standard 
[]Did Not Me\ 
Jade Goala 
[)Met Jaaic Goala 
[ )Meritorioua 
----------- ---------------------------------·------·------------------------•. ereau- Act.ivity/Scbolarlt- (nadiJII, ::I~KYial. editor etc) 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2 • Meri toriou. Standard 
r. Grant. (~ Develos--t:, AI!Plicatiaa alld ._1,..) 
1. Acceptable Standard 
l. Meritorioua Standard 
------------------ ----------
G. ot.ber 
()Did Not .... t 
Jade Goala 
[)Met aaaic Goala 
()Meri torioua 
(]Did Hot X..t 
aaa ic Goal• 
[)Met l!leaic Goal a 
[ ]Meritorioua 
----------------·---------------------------------------------------------------
1. Acceptable Standard 
l . Meritorious Standard 
B . C~ta 
[)Did Not Kaet 
Basic Goah 
[]Met Basic Goals 
[)Meritorious 
------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------
I. Liat of Supportin9 Doclmenta Attached 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------
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--------------------- ---------------------------------
G. Otlllu' ________________________________________ ..,.._._ ______ . __ _ 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2. lleritorioua Standard 
(]Did Not .._t 
.. aic Goal8 
[]Met .. aic Goala 
(]Meritorious 
---------·-------------------· -----------------
.. ~ 
-------------------------- -----
I. Lift of SUpportiJII ~u Attac:Md 
---·---
______ ;____ _ 
II. SCBOLARLIIIUS AND PRODU~IVlft 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2. Meritorious Standard 
a. Pro~ .. sional Devalopsent Related to Scholarliness 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2. Meritorious standard 
----·---------
EVALDATIOH 
(I Did Not Meet 
Basic Goals 
(]Met Basic Goals 
()Meritorious 
( J Did Not Meat 
Basic Goals 
[)Met Basic Goals 
(]Meritorious 
-------------------------------------------------· ... ------------- -------------------------
c. PUblications (Subaitted or PUblished) 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2. Meritorious Standard 
( J Did Not Meat 
Basic Goals 
(]Mat Basic Goals 
()Meritorious 
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III. JUaLIC SDVXC:S 
..; · 
Aft.U-.r 
A. a-1"--
--·------ ---------~--__,...---- ------------------·------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------a. Acceptable Standard 
b. Meritorioua Standard 
------------------·----:a.~~ e-J.tte.(a) 
[ ] Did Mot Jlee't 
Baaic Goals 
[]Met Basic co-Is 
[ ]Meritorioua 
--------------------------·---------------------
a. Acceptable Standard 
b. lleritoriou. Standard 
------·---·---3. Dniwraity c-lttM(e) 
a. Acceptable Standard 
b. Meritorioua Standard 
1!1. Board ...-,.nbipe 
[ ] Did Mot Jlee't 
Bade Goals 
[]Met Bade '-ls 
[ )Meritorioua 
()Did Mot JIMit 
Basic Goals 
[]Met IMide Goals 
[ )Meritorioua 
______________________________________________ ._____________________________ _ _ 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2. Me.ritorious Standard 
[ J Did Not Men 
Basic Goals 
[]Met Basic Gods 
[]Meritorious 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
c. otber 
1. Acceptable Standard 
2. Meritorious Standard 
[ 1 Did Not Meet 
Basic Goals 
[}Met Basic G:~:s 
[}Meritorious 
______ , ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
D. Co~ts 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
-----------------------------·-------------------------------------------------
B. List of supporting Doclments Attached 
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UCilNSDII».flOII .........,. 
DDAil'!Dft CIIA.I'8IU 
...................................................................................................... 
fila.- I Goal 1et:tin9 
...................................................................................................... 
ca...nt•: · • 
~cbint Effectiveness 
Scbolarliness and Productivity 
PUblic Service 
I understand that .yo dqnature att .. ts only that I have revi..S the 90111 Mtti119 file, and lulve Mde 
tbe above c~nte1 it doaa not institute a co..it.ent of an a .. rd of .arit, pra.otion, or tenure. 
sivnature: ____________________ __ Date: ______ _ 
....................................................................................................... 
~ II IIYaluatiCIII 
................................. ...................................................................... 
co-nts: 
~chin, lffectiveneas 
Scbolarlin.- and Productivity 
PUblic service 
InterpanoMl lffectiv-: strallCJ1;b8: 
·~= 
EValuation: [] Did Not Meat lade Coals [] Did 11aet Beale Golils lilt Not Merltoriua [] Maritorioua 
I undarstand that .y signature att .. ta only tbat I bava revia.ed tba structured perfor.ance record and 
-.de the above eo.aents and .valuation! it doae not institute a co..it..nt of an av.rd of .arit, 
p~tion or tanura. 
Signature: ______________________ __ Data: _________ __ 
RBCCJtOIDIDl'flCIIt CllhhilftS 
D1U'AR'1'111!1ft'foL PIRSOIIIIao CDMiflU 
............................................................................................................ 
Pba- I Golil SattiniJ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Comments: 
Teacbi119 Effectiveneaa 
Scholarlinesa and Productivity 
Public Service 
I understand that .yo signature attests only that I have reviavad the goal satting file, and have .. de 
the above comaents: it does not institute a comaitaant of an award of .. rit, proaotion, or tenure. 
co .. itt .. Chairparaon: 
Signature Date 
At-Large Committee Member: 
Signature Data 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Phase II Evaluation 
····························································································~·········· co-ents: 
Teaching Effectiveness 
Scholarliness and Productivity 
Public Service 
Interpersonal Effectiveness: Strengths: 
Weaknesses: 
Evaluation: [] Did Not Meet Basic Goals (] Met Basic Goala But Not Maritorius (] Meritorious 
co .. ittee Chairperson: 
Signature Date 
At-Lar9e committee Meaber: Signat ure. ___________________________________ __ 
oat•---------------
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..,.....u.na.ww 
DUll OP 
.................................................................................................... .a ••• 
ft&M I Golil Settin9 
.............................................................................................. \ .... 
c~nt1: 
T .. cbin; !ff•ctiveneaa 
Schollrlin••• and Productivity 
PUblic S•rvic• 
I underatand that .y ai9natur• attaata only that I have reviewed tba 9011 ••ttin; fila, and hav• aad• 
the aboYI e~u; it doea not inatituta • e-it1 Jent of an av•rd of .. rit, pro.otion, or tenure. 
Si9natura1 ______________________ __ Detll _____ _ 
....................................................................................................... 
Pbaee n ~-ti• 
....................................................................................................... 
co~u: 
Teaching lffectivenea• 
Scbolarun .. a and Productivity 
PUblic S•rvice 
J:Yiluation: (] ·oid Jfot Meet a.dc Goala (] Met a.aic Goala But lfot Meritorioua [] Meritoriou. 
I und1r1tlnd that •Y ai9ftature attaata only that I have rtviewad the atructurad ~rfon~anc• r.c:ord and 
.. 41 the above co ... ntl and evaluation; it doe. not inatitute a coa.it..nt of an award or .. rit, 
pro.otion, or tenure. 
Si9ftature: ________________________ _ Dati: ____________ _ 
.-
REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
Kay 29, 1991 
AGENDA -- ADDENDUM 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
[Modification of class attendance policy approved by 
Undergraduate Council 1/29/91] 
MOTION: 
RATIONALE: 
CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY 
~ PABPP NttftA4BACfol i,.S/ e,K,P,epjt,.e,rl Pt #). 
,e~;. ~Atll'V iN Il}O~~ ..CpAt,.s,.e,.s Jltt.jtft~fo/ :i,S; 
~P)t}P#A~. II fo#ft,P~ fl#).A't ~~/ ~J=;BJ: l~p,e)t Pft ~'-~ ~AS,!, A '-tS!a;r,.e r,.e~J?PJl~rrr~.f.p~ Pr.r. ft:'ft,4¥~,.e)t)ep;:~ A .~AS PPJl~/'PF> J-Jl }'l)lJ-Ji).i ~ ~ . ftAtP~ Atta1nment of 'the educat1onal ob]ect1ves 
£f'a course normally eresupeoses class attendance. 
At the 1nstructor's d1scret1on ~ar attendance 
~.~re&. MAl~ .. M~N ~Ail ~l:W/~ewJ.,b;f~~ 
m*~~AM- ,48$ Pt j~~~ qDAC,.t,.e;r1 ..w~ ~ffi~. ,il il 
t-'t'l¥CI"'f"'>"'f"'1'...,...,. .... _M1' At10..P .,...,..y-J/ ,s~,.ryt r-,~;.q "1'N c ~/ r,-4-'f ... 
AMI W/.11 1;4e A .ftltW ,.BAO~ . . •I _ ~ the 
end of the thi~nstructional 4v 2._ the guarter a 
student-nas failed to attend a c ass in wh1ch 
enrolled~e 1nstructor hay drop the-student from 
the class roll and fill t e space.with another 
student. ~instructor must not1ry-fhe Reg1strar 
so the dropped student can be informed and the added 
student registered. Students are res~onsible for 
informing course instructors when it 1s impossible 
to attend the first class meeting ... 
(policy effective Fall quarter 1991) 
1) The first new sentence stresses that class 
attendance often does have a rational ground. 
2) The second new sentence places primary 
responsibility on instructors to decide whether 
regular attendance is warranted in their own 
classes, and authorizes them to require it. (Such a 
requirement is enforceable only if students have 
been notified of it; e.g., by a statement on the 
class syllabus.) 
3) The third new sentence is merely an editorial 
recasting of a sentence in Central's current 
attendance policy. It makes clear that the phrase 
"by the end of the third instructional day of the 
quarter" is intended to modify "failed to attend" 
instead of just "enrolled." 
ROLL CALL 1990-91 
V Osman ALAWIYE 
,.....r E.E. BILYEU 
V Peter BURKHOLDER 
~ David CARNS 
John CLARK 
---
........-- Ken CORY 
/David DARDA 
.,.r Barry DONAHUE 
Clint DUNCAN 
---
Steven FARKAS 
---
~Jennifer FISHER 
,.....-: Ken GAMON 
,.,..- Donald GARRITY 
/Ed GOLDEN 
t("" Ken HAMMOND 
~Jim HAWKINS 
~rlice KILLORN 
_ _:....__ Karina KUHLMEIER 
.,........--Larry LOWTHER 
~ Charles McGEHEE 
~Patrick McLAUGHLIN 
Jack McPHERSON 
---
Deborah MEDLAR 
---
Vince NETHERY 
---
.,......, Steve OLSON 
~Patrick OWENS 
............ Gary PARSON 
John PICKETT 
---
Jim PONZETTI 
---
t/ Owen PRATZ 
Connie ROBERTS 
---v-:: Eric ROTH 
,..C:Tami SCHRANK 
___ Stephen SMITH 
vwarren STREET 
Alan TAYLOR 
---
Randall WALLACE 
---
~Rex WIRTH 
___ Roger YU 
1/24/91 (RL:31) 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING OF May 29 , 1991 
Andrea BOWMAN 
---
Dieter ROMBOY 
---
Raeburne HEIMBECK 
---
Walter KAMINSKI 
---
Teresa MARTIN 
---
___ Gary GALBRAITH 
John CARR 
---
___ George TOWN 
t.r Walt EMKEN 
Don RINGE 
- --
___ Stephen HINTHORNE 
Robert EDINGTON 
---
Morris UEBELACKER 
---
___ Betty EVANS 
Patricia MAGUIRE 
---
Dan RAMSDELL 
---
Charles HAWKINS 
---
Dick WASSON 
---
___ Stephen JEFFERIES 
John HERUM 
---
Thomas YEH 
- --
___ George KESLING 
Andrew SPENCER 
---
~ Ethan BERGMAN 
Jim GREEN 
- --v: Ken HARSHA 
___ Geoffrey BOERS 
Richard MACK 
---
Max ZWANZIGER 
---
___ Roger GARRETT 
Robert JACOBS 
---· 
May 29, 1991 
Date 
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
y .. ? 
I?,?V ~/~~~· 
/ 
J) l t< EC:. TO ;(!__ &~ AZ>P-11 sv 0 AJ.S 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary 
directly after the meeting. Thank you. 
I""' 
' 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSI1Y 
AN ENROLLMENT UPDATE FOR FALL, 1991 
REPORT TO FACUL1Y SENATE 
by James G. Pappas 
Dean of Admissions and Records 
May 29, 1991 
1. Th1s has been a most taxing, hectic, and complex year for most of us. For my 
staff and I, there has been the usual faculty and administrative committee 
meetings, significant changes in admissions policies, touch-tone registration, 
and a long list of student appeals. However, the higher-than-usual flurry of 
activity in Admissions has consumed a lot of time. Recently, I asked myself 
the question, what does the campus community know about enrollment pres-
sures, lower new student admission targets, and other enrollment informa-
tion? Jim Maraviglia and I have mailed several memoranda and letters to the 
campus community about admissions issues, but I have not given you any en-
rollment data. The Executive Group has been kept abreast of changes. I have 
been in seemingly constant contact with either Council of Presidents (COP). 
HECB, and OFM. I have testified before the House Higher Education 
Committee; however, I have not spoken directly to the faculty. Two weeks 
ago at a meeting concerning minority recruitment, Charles McGehee stated, 
"I am sure many of our faculty members are unaware of admissions and minor-
ity recruitment programs. Today, I hope to bring you up to date. 
Some Back~round Information 
Let me begin by sharing with you the important challenges that have faced 
institutions of higher education across the country. Since 1983, Elaine El-
Khawas of the American Council on Education (ACE) has surveyed institutions 
noting and listing changes that have taken place in higher education. Below, I 
have summarized the major changes from her reports since 1988: 
a The issue of securing adequate financial support outweighed all other 
problems as one o( the most serious challenges faced in higher education 
in 1990. 
b. Faculty staffmg has risen dramatically, as many administrators cited this 
area as one of the three major challenges in 1990. 
c. Issues related to the quality of academic programs rank high among 
administrator concerns. 
d. Enrollment issues is an area of wide concern with very sharp differences 
between public and independent institutions. 
e. Concerns about facilities as renovation and renewal needs are always a 
pressing challenge. 
f. Concerns about improving cultural and ethnic diversity were cited by 24 
percent of administrators as among their greatest challenge. 
2. Why do I include this? 
Financial support and resources are extremely critical to the operation of a 
university, but if you think about it. all of the above issues are directly related. 
Almost always, there is a problem with enrollment, ITE. or student head 
count. This always is the big issue on a campus. Most institutions across the 
nation are looking for students. At CWU, we are controlling our enrolhnent 
down and controlling enrollment is not a simple process. The "winds can 
change quickly". For example: 
At least two times in the 1970s and then again in 1980-81, we listened to 
threats from the legislature to close Central Washington University and The 
Evergreen State College. I was not here then, but have been told there were 
state budget shortfalls, and CWU & TESC had lacked pressure for enrollment. 
I had firsthand experience of this threat in 1980-81, during the years of 
financial retrenchment and exigency. In fact. I was directed to prepare de-
fense. or paper, for the Council of Postsecondary Education, explaining why 
CWU should not be closed. But. as our enrollment increased. the threats dis-
appeared. In 1983 I asked this body, through the Undergraduate Council, to 
increase admissions standards. which raised many questions about the quality 
versus quantity issue. The proposal to increase requirements passed and 
standards have been continually raised throughout the 1980s for both incom-
ing freshmen and transfer students. Raising requirements at that time was a 
risk. but the Faculty Senate. in my opinion. did the ri~ht thin2. as quality over 
quantity is always better. No longer do we hear anyone saying, "Close down 
Central Washington University", due to enrollment pressure. 
3. This brings me to today. Last December I wrote a letter to all the high school 
and community college counselors in the state. I mailed a copy of that same 
letter to the faculty, indicating that we would be cutting back on the number 
of new students (entering freshmen and transfer students) for Fall, 1991. 
From December to the present, we have been asking for an additional 550 
FTE, as the President has indicated this was our highest priority in the 1991-
93 budget. As of now, there is still a spark of optimism by a few who feel that 
we will receive an additional 250 FTE each year of the next biennium. I am 
an optimistic person, but I am very skeptical that this will happen. So, what I 
would like to do in the next few minutes is give you some facts and enroll-
ment figures of where we are right now, and an appraisal on what we antici-
pate next fall. 
The Problem 
Since we have been overenrolled by approximately 375-400 students since Fall, 
1990, we needed to significantly reduce our head count and related FIE. The 
problem is. since last Fall. we have had to guess how many additional FIE we 
would receive from the le2islature. As of today, we still do not know. and Fall, 
1991, is less than four months away! On April 26, 1991, after reading the Senate 
and House Budget Bills for Higher Education, we assumed a minimum increase of 
126 FfE (the House Bill) for 1991-92. So, we increased our target by 126 stu-
dents. 
Our Enrollment Tar~ets 
Last year's Annual Average FfE number was 6090. nus year, we are aiming for 
(guessing we will receive) an Annual Average FfE between 6250 and 6275. The 
following are some specifics: 
1989 1990 1991 
Freshmen 1109 1133 975-1000 
Transfers 816 865 750 
Graduates (est.) 90 90 100 
Readmits 100 100 100 
2115 2188 1925 
(These figures do not include an additional 125 transfers for Extended Degree 
Programs) 
Raised Our Freshman Admissions Requirement 
Last October, we announced a higher set of freshmen admission requirements. 
Freshmen are admitted by: 1) reviewing High School Course Pattern 
Requirements, and 2) an Admissions Index, which is computed by using a formula 
of standardized test scores and high school grade point average. The HECB's 
minimum is an Index of 13. For Fall, 1991, we raised the Index to 18, anticipat-
ing the reduction of about 135 freshmen. Mter the Rolling Admissions date is 
reached, a priority admission system is used and the High School Admissions 
Index is raised. 
Raised Our Transfer Admissions Requirements 
In 1988 and 1990, the Transfer Student Admissions Requirements were raised so 
that there is a transfer admission scale and priority considerations used in the 
detennination of admission. The following is an explanation of the procedure: 
1. Priority consideration will be given to all transfers with the appropriate AA 
degree and cumulative gpas of 2.0 in transfer. 
2. Second priority consideration will be given to all transfers with more than 
90 hours currently completed and cumulative gpas of 2.2 or higher. 
3. Third priority consideration will be given to all transfers who have between 
60 and 90 hours currently completed and cumulative gpas of 2.3 or higher. 
These applicants who are currently enrolled at a community college or uni-
versity will be admitted with three quarters or less still to be completed. 
4. Fourth priority consideration will be given to transfer applicants who have 
currently completed between 40 and 59 hours and have at least a 2.5 cumu-
lative gpa or higher. These applicants who are currently enrolled in a com-
munity college or university will be admitted with three quarters or less still 
to be completed. 
5. If space permits, fifth consideration will be given to transfer applicants who 
have earned less than 40 hours with at least a 2.5 or higher cumulative gpa 
and have at least an 18 Admissions Index or higher. 
6. Any transfer who has earned less than 40 hours and who does not have an 
Index of 18 or higher should be encouraged to continue their studies at the 
school they are currently attending. 
Retention Rates 
Perhaps one of the most significant indicators of change and an increase in quality 
can be found in the rate of retention. In 1976-77, our student retention rate was 
42.44 percent. In 1980, it was 49.41 percent, and by 1991, it was 79.49 percent. 
This increase in the rate of retention has been impacted by a higher student aca-
demic profile and a host of other student intervention measures, including im-
proved academic and student support services. See attached charts. 
Number of Under2faduate De2fees 
Last year, the number of graduates decreased compared to the previous year. 
This year, the numbers are up. See attached chart. 
JP5:1 
Table Ill 
RATE OF RETENTlON 
Percent of Students Enrolled Previous Quarter Who 
Cany-Over to the Next Quarter by Class and Year 
Academic Years 1974-75 to Present 
Term Year Fr So ph Jr Sr" UNCLS Gra::J Other Total 
From Previous 74-75 63.74 70.18 78.36 32.47 19.35 40.29 51.68 Spring To Fall 75-76 58.62 68.67 80.63 34.28 21.19 42.31 50.11 Quarter 76-77 59.22 65.55 77.65 34.31 16.23 42.18 9.96 42.44 
77-78 59.24 67.94' 81.46 44.52 16.34 42.02 13.78 44.15 
78-79 61.13 70.66 80.40 37.60 20.60 37.89 20.57 49.38 
79-80 64.93 70.64 82.73 41.30 18.64 33.83 25.86 49.41 
"80-81 86.99 70.60 74.06 "15.77 20.28 20.47 11.89 48.35 
"81-82 88.94 74.85 69.16 "15.73 19.53 25.50 25.98 50.62 
82-83 66.23 76.74 84.29 46.92 30.54 39.90 49.09 62.16 
83-84 73.42 77.09 84.84 46.04 32.73 44.22 40.94 63.58 
84-85 71.52 78.55 83.14 50.66 30.92 48.57 43.20 63.63 
85-86 74.30 78.67 86.06 -46.94 39.85 47.33 73.89 66.46 
86-87 71.68 79.70 82.45 45.99 33.82 46.67 42.86 62.94 
87-88 78.76 82.03 88.50 50.05 56.96 50.40 83.33 69.99 
88-89 81.28 85.16 92.91 55.00 61.06 81.82 58.73 74.93 
89-90 82.59 88.18 96.65 55.07 66.11 84.07 80.39 77.00 
90-91 85.01 85.41 85.23 72.54 65.45 73.09 79.31 79.49 
From Fall To 74-75 78.70 89.01 89.32 76.62 45.06 63.43 77.14 Winter Quarter 75-76 85.01 89.28 89.87 79.26 50.95 66.41 31.09 71.11 
76-77 76.16 86.48 88.31 74.48 30.95 71.28 34.39 68.63 
77-78 74.91 85.28 90.30 79.37 32.46 71.03 49.23 69.04 
78-79 79.28 88.11 88.75 78.74 34.63 64.62 56.52 71.79 
79-80 77.63 87.21 87.62 76.72 31.9.1 69.96 37.68 70.01 
80-81 81.00 88.61 86.77 78.12 43.61 66.67 31.21 74.67 
81-82 84.34 87.96 87.36 76.86 55.93 67.36 42.65 80.64 
82-83 88.00 86.28 88.23 79.68 47.93 69.85 46.55 81.06 
83-84 87.06 89.50 87.81 78.19 54.47 70.89 51.24 81.59 
84-85 88.37 88.61 85.84 77.42 52.90 74.26 46.65 80.32 
85-86 Not Available 
86-87 90.85 91.95 89.08 81.89 66.73 76.61 75.71 85.95 
87-88 90.87 89.48 86.08 75.08 55.94 84.06 48.30 82.30 
88-89 92.11 93.04 94.70 82.90 74.16 86.65 69.49 89.25 
89-90 93.26 93.76 92.73 81.71 74.31 77.48 58.97 88.54 
From Winter 74-75 67.91 80.24 88.56 96.43 44.92 76.79 76.77 
To Spring Quarter 75-76 82.33 85.41 90.14 81.58 42.99 71.86 53.92 71.97 
76-77 77.03 88.07 93.19 81.64 38.33 63.79 14.62 71.47 
77-78 74.77 84.89 87.75 82.54 37.24 67.09 10.29 70.71 
78-79 78.13 86.00 85.85 79.74 31.98 64.31 46.15 69.25 
79-80 79.55 88.88 87.86 82.11 38.50 74.82 40.48 74.91 
80-81 83.17 91.43 90.26 80.93 34.93 65.46 30.96 75.04 
81-82 84.08 87.86 90.50 81.58 63.80 69.44 37.04 82.70 82-83 87.48 89.21 91.14 81.74 57.35 78.57 55.55 83.99 
83-84 87.12 89.07 89.58 82.86 61.63 85.33 52.85 83.67 
84-85 86.42 91.97 88.52 
85-86 Not Available 
80.40 53.73 86.06 64.68 83.31 
86-87 89.63 92.18 94.70 85.00 83.58 94.49 75.00 89.71 
87-88 91.50 90.95 91.02 83.59 71.53 96.15 54.32 87.90 
88-89 94.38 94.36 92.85 87.71 80.26 95.53 59.68 91.03 
"The 80-81 and 81 -82 Spring to Fall freshman and senior figures are highly 
questionable and should be used very judiciously. 
RETENTION RATE OF FALL 1989 (FROM SPRING 1989) 
FOR FOUR-YEAR PUBLIC INSTITUTION 
Class uw WSU+SCHRA+Spokane SW WA 
-----
------------------- ------------------- --------------------1 3584 3225 89.98 2635 2245 85.20 0 1 
2 4192 3771 89.96 2855 2457 86.06 0 16 
3 5501 5164 93.87 3088 2770 89.70 45 31 68.89 
4 7656 4056 52.98 3671 1663 45.30 15 5 33.33 
5 927 559 60.30 323 161 49.85 49 22 44.90 
6 6553 4871 74.33 1825 1254 68.71 79 60 75.95 
Prof 1249 938 75.10 324 138 42.59 0 0 
8 18 17 94.44 60 19 31.67 0 0 
Tot 29680 22601 76.15 14781 10707 72.44 188 135 71.81 
Class TUC cwu EWU 
-----
------------------ ------------------- --------------------1 13 6 46.15 1103 914 82.86 1064 829 77.91 
2 35 20 57.14 973 860 88.39 1031 825 80.~ 02 
3 233 133 57.08 1522 1479 97.17 1536 1370 89.19 
4 90 68 75.56 2070 1142 55.17 2100 1317 62.71 
5 172 76 44.19 357 236 66.11 601 292 48.59 
6 178 102 57.30 295 248 84.07 661 347 52.50 
Prof 7 0 o.oo 0 0 0 0 
8 12 6 50.00 51 41 80.39 0 0 
Tot 740 411 55.54 6371 4920 77.22 6993 4980 71.21 
Class TESC wwu Total 
-----
------------------ ------------------- ---------------------1 444 377 84.91 1682 1381 82.10 10525 8376 79.58 
2 517 424 82.01 1287 1135 88.19 10890 9761 89.63 
3 767 645 84.09 2107 1918 91.03 14799 13209 89.26 
4 1018 298 29.27 2833 1503 53.05 19453 10705 55.03 
5 0 0 239 123 51.46 2668 1453 54.46 
6 120 84 70.00 495 270 54.55 10206 7252 71.06 
Prof 0 0 0 0 1580 1076 68.10 
8 51 10 19.61 4 3 75.00 196 93 47.45 
Tot 2917 1838 63.01 8647 6333 73.24 70317 51925 73.84 
Source: HEER Table 14, Fall 1989. 
Ref: HESTAT:retf89:123r3:0ct 8, '90 
1988-89 
summer 88 = 264 
Fall 88 = 306 
Winter 89 = 276 
Spring 89 = 756 
Total =1602 
Spring 83 = 754 
Spring 84 = 731 
Spring 85 = 768 
Spring 86 = 757 
Spring 87 = 782 
Spring 88 = 720 
Spring 89 = 756 
Spring 90 = 663 
Spring 91 = 730 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of Admissions and Records 
Undergraduate Degree Counts 
1989-90 1990-91 
Summer 89 = 293 summer 90 = 322 
Fall 89 = 283 Fall 90 = 331 
Winter 90 = 255 Winter 91 = 309 
Spring 90 = 663 Spring 91 =(730) 
-----
Total =1494 Total =1692 
(estimate) 
The 1989-90 academic year saw a decrease of 108 
undergradute degrees granted compared to the 1988-89 academic 
year. Each quarter during this time period saw a decrease in 
the number of diplomas granted. 
For the 1990-91 academic year there will be an increase 
in diplomas granted of 198 as compared with 1989-90. This is 
also an increase of 90 over the 1988-89 year. There has been 
an increase in diplomas granted for every quarter in 1990-91 
compared to 1989-90. 
Therefore, finally, we are anticipating a higher rate of 
graduation for 1990-91 by 198 students. 
estimate 
~ 
---, 
REPORT 
TO: Faculty Senators 
FROM: 
DATE: 
AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACUL TV OPINION SURVEY OF 
ADMINISTRATORS (1990-91): 
Jack Dugan, Sociology (CHAIR) 
Bob Carbaugh, Economics 
Ken Harsha, BEAM 
John Sliva, Psychology 
May 29, 1991 
With this report we are distributing to you the results of the 1990-91 Faculty Opinion 
Survey of Administrators. 
Of 370 faculty, 126 responded to the questionnaire. Frequency of responses has 
) been noted at the top of each position's report. A simple mean and a standard 
deviation of the responses for this year are reported by question. 
These results will be forwarded to the surveyed administrators and to the board or 
individuals to whom they report. 
FACII.TY 11'1111011 SlllVEY OF Tl£ OEM OF 9WXIA1I SlliHES Alll RESEARCH 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
X • Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 • Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 • Neutral 1 • Strongly Disagree lOTAL RESPOIISES 1991: 116 
The Dean of Graduate Studies and Research: ltean Nean Rean llean Standard 
1985 1987 1989 1991 Deviation 1991 
1. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal 
with problems. 3.06 3.03 4.10 1.00 
2. Evidences respect and trust in the faculty 
to exercise good judgment. 2.91 3.00 4.10 1.04 
3. Supports a meaningful role for faculty 
in University governance. 2.94 3.02 4.03 1.01 
4. Maintains an •open door• atmosphere 
for faculty opinion. 3.08 3.24 4.12 1.02 
5. Communicates In a clear and organized manner. 3.26 3.42 4.33 0.88 
6. Actively utilizes faculty expertise 
for problem resolution. 3.00 3.11 3.90 1.01 
7. Provides advance notice of changes iqJortant 
to morale, teaching, research and public service. 
-
3.01 3.23 4.07 0.96 
8. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 3.06 3.08 3.95 1.02 
9. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 2.88 3.07 3.37 1.00 
10. Projects a positive image of the University 
to the pub 1 i c. 3.27 3.53 4.15 1.06 
11. Anticipates and deals with problems rather 
than having to face them as crises. 3.00 3.31 3.83 1.07 
12. Bases decisions on stated University 
goals and procedures. 3.26 3.37 4.07 0.85 
13. Demonstrates integrity and honesty 
in dealing with others. 3.47 3.49 4.26 0;93 
14. Actively supports a strong i nte 11 ectua 1 
atmosphere. 3.68 3.67 4.26 0.92 
.J 
FACULTY OPIIIIOI StllVEY OF TIE OEM OF llllERG!WlUATE ST11)IES 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
X • Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 • Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 • Neutral 1 • Strongly Disagree lUTAL RESPOISES 1991: 114 
The Dean of Undergraduate Studies: llean Nean llean llean Standard 
1985 1987 1989 1991 Deviation 1991 
1. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal 
wlth problems. 3.79 3.57 3.77 4.01 1.00 
2. Evidences respect and trust in the faculty 
to exercis~ good judgment. 3.90 3.77 3.90 4.11 1.00 
3. Supports a meaningful role for faculty 
in University governance. 3.83 3.58 4.01 3.94 1.11 
4. Maintains an "open door• atmosphere 
for faculty opinion. 4.17 4.06 4.20 4.15 0.97 
5. Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 3.77 3.68 3.80 4.03 1.01 
6. Actively utilizes faculty expertise 
for problem resolution. 3.82 3.59 3.77 3.38 1.09 
7. Provides advance notice of changes important 
to morale, teaching, research and public service. 3.52 3.36 3.78 3.73 1.08 
8. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 3.68 3.99 3.84 1.08 
9. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 3.90 4.06 3.89 1.07 
10. Projects a positive image of the University 
to the pub 1 i c. 4.01 3.86 4.11 4.26 0.97 
11. Anticipates and deals with problems rather 
than having to face them as crises. 3.57 3.31 3.67 3.72 1.09 
12. Bases decisions on stated University 
goals and procedures. 4.04 3.68 3.92 4.13 0.94 
13. Demonstrates integrity and honesty 
in dealing with others. 4.21 4.13 4.26 4.32 0.92 
14. Actively supports a strong intellectual 
atmosphere. 3.62 3.50 3.68 3.86 1.22 
) 
_, 
FACULTY OPIIII .. StllVEY Of M OEM Of 11£ COLUGE Of L£ITERS, IIRTS & SCIEICES 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
X • Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 D Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 • Neutral 1 • Strongly Disagree lOTAL RESPmiSES 1991: 65 
The Dean of CLAS: llean llean lleim llean Standard 
1985 1987 1989 1991 Deviation 1991 
1. Stimulates imaginative and realistic plans for the 
future of the School. 3.49 3.48 3.66 3.43 1.33 
2. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal with 
problems. 3.93 4.06 4.05 3.30 1.43 
3. Focuses on basic and fundamental issues. 3.61 3.83 4.05 3.37 1.40 
4. Evidences respect and trust in the faculty to 
exercise good judgment. 4.24 4.17 4.32 3.59 1.49 
5. Supports a meaningful role for faculty in 
University governance. 4.13 4.04 4.14 3.56 1.42 
6. Maintains an "open door·" atroosphere for faculty 
opinion. 4.44 4.41 4.44 4.05 1.16 
7. Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 4.06 4.ll 4.27 3.69 1.33 
8. Actively utilizes faculty expertise for problem 
resolution. 3.80 4.07 4.00 3.55 1.49 
9. Provides advance notice of changes important 
to morale, teaching, research and public service. 3.67 3.94 4.00 3.32 1.40 
10. When invited to do so, represents the School academic 
program effectively to the Board of Trustees. 3.81 4.21 4.19 3.46 1.50 
11. Projects a positive image of the University to 
the public. 4.ll 4.27 4.35 3.70 1.30 
12. Deals effectively with chairs and departments. 4.32 4.16 4.06 3.35 1.58 
13. Is able to obtain an equitable share of the 
University-wide resources. 3.77 3.41 3.49 3.14 1.26 
14. Deals fairly and impartially with faculty. 4.02 4.28 4.22 3.41 1.48 
15. Gives positive, constructive criticism. 3.95 4.02 4.14 3.37 1.38 
16. Anticipates and deals with problems rather than 
having to face them as crises. 3.43 3.83 3.76 3.06 1.30 
17. Bases decisions on stated University goals and 
procedures. 3.87 3.98 4.15 3.44 1.25 
18. Makes timely decisions in academic matters. 3.91 3.87 3.87 3.39 1.25 
19. Properly delegates responsibility and commensurate 
authority. 3.80 3.92 4.08 3.39 1.15 
20. Rewards quality performance. 3.58 3.81 3.94 3.41 1.35 
21. Deroonstrates integrity and honesty in dealing with 
others. 4.44 4.44 4.50 3.66 1.45 
22. Actively supports a strong intellectual atroosphere. 4.15 4.09 4.22 3.73 1.29 
23. Actively supports quality in the academic programs. 4.30 3.ll 4.20 3.72 1.25 
24. Allocates resources effectively to maintain the 
long-range viability of academic programs. 3.95 3.64 3.67 3.22 1.24 
25. Consistently follows known procedures. 4.06 4.02 4.19 3.26 1.35 
26. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 4.04 4.06 4.25 3.49 1.39 
27. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 4.07 4.14 4.22 3.49 0.98 
FACII..TY OPIIIOI SlllVEY OF 1'1£ OEM OF BUSIIESS & Ea ... ICS 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
X z Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 • Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 ~ Neutral 1 - Strongly Disagree TOTAL RESP<*SES 1991: 22 
The College/School Dean: llean llean llean llean Standard 
1985 1987 1989 1991 Deviation 1991 
1. Stimulates imaginative and realistic plans for the 
future of the School. 3.56 2.85 1.18 
2. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal with 
problems. 3.44 2.36 1.22 
3. Focuses on basic and fundamental issues. 3.56 2.86 1.25 
4. Evidences respect and trust in the faculty to 
exercise good judgment. 3.44 2.82 1.33 
5. Supports a meaningful role for faculty in 
University governance. 3.12 2.73 1.49 
6. Maintains an "open door" atmosphere for faculty 
opinion. 4.39 2.68 1.36 
7. Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 2.50 1.91 2.76 
8. Actively utilizes faculty expertise for problem 
resolution. 3.22 2.76 1.38 
9. Provides advance notice of changes important 
to morale, teaching, research and public service. 2.89 2.59 1.22 
10. When invited to do so, represents the School academic 
program effectively to the Board of Trustees. 3.36 1.89 1.50 
11. Projects a positive image of the University to 
the public. 3.56 2.73 1.39 
12. Deals effectively with chairs and departments. 3.00 2.38 1.28 
13. Is able to obtain an equitable share of the 
University-wide resources. 3.00 3.05 1.36 
14. Deals fairly and impartially with faculty. 3.47 2.82 1.44 
15. Gives positive, constructive criticism. 3.71 2.62 1.36 
16. Anticipates and deals with problems rather than 
having to face them as crises. 3.33 2.53 1.37 
17. Bases decisions on stated University goals and 
procedures. 3.38 3.05 1.29 
18. Makes timely decisions in academic matters. 3.38 2.73 1.28 
19. Properly delegates responsibility and commensurate 
authority. 3.47 2.68 1.49 
20. Rewards quality performance. 3.24 3.05 1.36 
21. Demonstrates integrity and honesty in dealing with 
others. 3.89 3.50 1.37 
22. Actively supports a strong intellectual atmosphere. 3.72 3.41 1.30 
23. Actively supports quality in the academic programs. 3.78 2.91 1.55 
24. Allocates resources effectively to maintain the 
long-range viability of academic programs. 3.22 2.76 1.38 
25. Consistently follows known procedures. 2.88 3.24 1.38 
26. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 3.59 3.36 1.47 
27. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 3.71 3.28 1.45 
FACII..lY OPIIUII SlllVEY IF 1liE OEM IF HltiSSIOIS 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
X • Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 • Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 • Neutral 1 • Strongly Disagree TOTAL RESPOISES 1991: 115 
The Dean of Adllissions: 
1. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal 
with problems. 
2. Inspires enthusiasm for University goals. 
3. Maintains an "open door" atmosphere 
for students. 
4. Consistently follows known procedures. 
5. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 
6. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 
7. Performs effectively the task of: 
a. Recruitment of students. 
b. Retention of students. 
c. Resolution of student problems. 
8. Actively utilizes faculty expertise 
for problem resolution. 
9. Communicates important information 
in a timely manner. 
10. Projects a positive image of the University 
to the public. 
11. Deals effectively with chairs and departments. 
Nean Nean NeilD NeilD 
1985 1987 1989 1991 
3.61 3.44 3.48 
3.70 3.52 3.73 
3.92 3.91 3.90 
3.63 3.58 3.52 
3.79 3.65 3.70 
3.81 3.75 3.84 
3.97 4.00 3.98 
3.93 4.00 4.04 
3.69 3.65 3.76 
3.30 3.23 3.24 
3.13 3.42 3.31 
3.93 3.75 3.79 
3.79 3.50 3.53 
Standard 
Devtation 1991 
1.17 
1.21 
1.08 
1.19 
1.27 
1.11 
1.19 
1.08 
1.10 
1.35 
1.26 
1.32 
1.25 
FACli..TY OPIIIICJI StRVEY OF TIE VICE PRESIDEIIT FCil STIIDT AFFAIRS 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
X • Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 • Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 • Neutral 1 • Strongly Disagree 
The Vice President for Student Affairs: 
1. Inspires confidence in his ability to 
deal with problems. 
2. Maintains an "open door• atmosphere 
for students. 
3. Consistently follows known procedures. 
4. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 
5. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 
6. Performs effectively the task of: 
a. Recruitment of students. 
b. Retention of students. 
c. Resolution of student problems. 
7. Actively utilizes faculty expertise 
for problem resolution. 
8. Communicates important information 
in a timely manner. 
9. Projects a positive image of the 
University to the public. 
10. Deals effectively with chairs and departments. 
Nean 
1985 
3.45 
4.13 
3.72 
3.52 
3.89 
3.70 
3.73 
3.85 
3.33 
3.21 
3.78 
3.46 
TUTAL RfS.POIISES 1991: 113 
Nean Nean 
1987 1989 
Nean 
1991 
3.27 2.36 
4.00 3.45 
3.52 2. 79 
3.36 2.79 
3.77 3.15 
3.31 2.98 
3.54 3.23 
3.48 3.11 
2.97 2.54 
3.10 2.49 
3.51 2.81 
3.19 2.37 
Standard 
Deviation 1991 
1.21 
1.23 
1.13 
1.26 
1.15 
1.26 
1.28 
1.34 
1.28 
1.28 
1.31 
1.15 
FACII..TY DPIIIIOI StltVEY II' 11£ DEAl II' EXTEJilED liiiVERSITY PROQWCS 
The response categories for this survey are as follows: 
,A, X = Cannot Judge 4 • Agree 2 - Disagree 
5 • Strongly Agree 3 • Neutral 1 - Strongly Disagree TOTAL RESPOISES 1991: 123 
The Dean of Extended University Progr.s: llean llean Rean Rean Standard 
1985 1987 1989 1991 Deviation 1991 
1. Inspires confidence in her ability 
to deal with problems. 3.22 2.94 3.49 1.23 
2. Evidences respect and trust in the 
faculty to exercise good judgment. 3.30 3.18 3.65 1.16 
3. Supports a meaningful role for faculty 
in University governance. 3.38 3.11 3.67 1.24 
4. ColllllUnicates in a clear and organized 
manner. 3.43 3.20 3.66 1.14 
5. Actively utilizes faculty expertise 
for problem resolution. 3.31 3.15 3.34 1.25 
6. Provides advance notice of changes 
important to morale, teaching, research 
and public service. 2.94 3.09 3.28 1.21 
7. Works effectively to obtain non-state 
support and for University projects. 3.42 3.22 3.65 1.23 ) 
8. Projects a positive image of the 
University to the public. 3.78 3.58 4.03 1.08 
9. Anticipates and deals with problems 
rather than having to face them 
as crises. 3.03 2.99 3.49 1.18 
10. Bases decisions on stated University 
goals and procedures. 3.50 3.47 3.77 1.17 
11. Properly delegates responsibility and 
commensurate authority. 3.34 3.32 3.38 1.34 
12. Demonstrates integr ity and honesty in 
dealing with others. 3.70 3.80 4.03 1.16 
13. Actively supports a strong 
intellectual atmosphere. 3.38 3.06 3.73 1.14 
14. Allocates resources effectively to 
maintain the long-range viability of 
academic programs. 3.17 3.13 3.57 1.41 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Presidential Search Committee 
c/o Dr. R. Y. - Woodhouse 
Board of Trustees, CWU 
c/o Dr. R. Y. Woodhouse 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee, 
and Faculty Senate Members 
Dear Colleagues: 
Depanment of Education 
Black Hall 
Ellensburg. \\'ashington 98926 
16 May, 1991 
RECEIVED 
HAY 2 0 1991 
CWU FACULTY SENATE 
I have some concerns regarding the current search for a new 
president. Perhaps what follows is a little blunt; if so, it is 
because I'm more interested in clarity than grace and indirectness 
in this matter. 
By rushing to accomplish a search and r ep lacement process 
for the position of president, by hiring expensive consultants, 
and generally by making much over the importa nce of this posi-
tion, I think we are in grave danger of repeat ing a variation of 
the . "'Emperor's New Clothes" phenomenon. If we place too much 
emphasis on searching for a messiah-like president, we will not 
only be deluded - we as a faculty will also inhibit our own 
empowerment. 
Presidents are people who happen to be talented at becoming 
presidents. They make mistakes; they dress like any other mortal 
does every morning; they also place much emphasis on remaining 
as presidents - on image enhancement and position preservation. 
I think that we should de-emphasize the importance of the 
s earch for a new president. In fact, there are compelling reasons 
to select an interim president from within, for perhaps a period 
of two or three years. During that time, we could seriously look 
at and change our administrative and governance structure a s 
needed. We could also work out ways to create and establis h 
administrative accountability to faculty and students, and vice -
versa. Who knows; we could even look into such possibiliti~for 
exampl e, as not enthroning a president in the president's residence, 
and in stead consider converting this university facility into a 
faculty development and university hospitality center. 
If we cannot see the holder of this position for what s/he 
should be - that is, a solid, responsive academic and ethical 
facilitator and an effective representative of the university to 
the many segments of our public - then at least we should accompany 
the search process with the development of administrative perfor-
mance criteria and mutual accountability. 
2 
One of the underlying problems which have plagued us and pre-
vent~d the development of effective, cooperative working relation-
ships here at Central has been a steady violation of an important 
organizational principle: if a matter or decision affects an 
individual, that person should be offered involvement in the 
preliminaries to the decision. In my view, this was the primary 
factor which so deeply irritated faculty in regard to Dr. Edington's 
administrative difficulties. His ideas and decisions seemed to be 
only a small part of the problem. His manner of announcing decisions 
without consulting affected others, and what appeared to be his 
excessive control over resources and proposals, were neither effective 
nor supported. 
To me, it is essential that the top-down, control-based 
administrative system we operate under be replaced with a functionally 
organized, col l abo rat ive s tructure . Most effective organizations 
hav e repla c ed old , mili t a r y-s t yl e top-down administration and 
organizati on with wor k i ng gr oups defined by function; a basic premise 
of proposals and decision -making is that those who are doing the 
work, or who a r e a f fec t ed , a lways have input and appropriate access 
to needed resources. 
Some questions I would suggest we ask and answer are: 
1) What criteria should be used, and how should they be 
weighted, regarding screening presidential candidates? I know 
that some of this work is currently underway, but it is only after 
the fact. 
2) What administrative style should characterize the work 
of the next president, and of other applicants for academic 
administrative positions? 
3) What accountability measures are appropriate between the 
faculty and line administrators? What information should be 
routinely shared among administrators (including the president) 
and the faculty? 
4) What changes in administration and organizational structure 
should we make to better promote cooperative working relationships 
and functionally-related faculty groups? (In many ways, the de-
partmental structure is as dysfunctional as is the top-down, 
control-based administrative system we are laboring under.) 
These, or similar questions, are vital at this point in our 
institution's life. We are at a major crossroads of either change 
for the better, or repetition of the status quo and all of its 
attendant problems and frustrations o We have-i window of 
opportunity now, because of the major administrative vacancies we 
"\ 
I 
) 
3 
currently have. Unless the Board of Trustees and the presidential 
search committee thoughtfully act in ways which model and promote 
changes towards cooperative relationships, I fear that we will 
continue to be our own worst enemy - at all levels. 
c: Dr. Garrity 
Sincerely, 
-L74ZJ/il? 
Dale Otto, Ph.D. 
Professor, ECE and TESL/Bilingual 
Studies 
TQ 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Central 
washington 
University 
Dr. Charles McGehee, Chair 
F acuity Senate 
Peter Burkholder .Dr{ 
Academic Affairs Committee 
May 10, 1991 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
RECEIVED 
HAY 1 4 1991 
CWU FACULlY SEt4ATE 
Phil Tolin's Letter of March 12, 1991, on Faculty Loads 
Professor Tolin has raised a great many questions about faculty loads at Central--
especially in comparison with "branch campuses." The topic is so large that at least two 
members of our committee think it may require a task force of its own--perhaps 
concentrating on the "reward structure" at Central. 
Our overall impression, however, is that many of these issues can best be handled wl.tbln 
departments. For different disciplines can differ so much that it is often quite difficult 
for a practitioner of one discipline to make a sound judgment about workloads in another. 
(That may be an excellent argument for retaining departments as discipline-oriented 
administrative units!) 
Central's official "36 hours per year average teaching load" does require considerable 
interpretation in context. Do four 3-credit classes constitute the "same" workload as 
three 4-credit ones? We are inclined to think not. But the answers to such questions 
are not obvious. So many variables are relevant- -e.g., number of "preparations," class 
size, the instructor's degree of familiarity with his subject, "difficulty" of the material, 
how fast the instructor talks, how much writing is expected of students--that definite, 
unequivocal answers may not be obtainable. The word "same" is ambiguous. Its appli-
cation tends to be perspectival and otherwise relative. 
One thing is clear. An average load of "seven classes" per year, which Professor Tolin 
mentions in relation to branch campuses, would be nominally achievable at Central if all 
of a department's courses were "five-credit" ones. This could yield a 35-credit load of 
regular courses plus one credit for individual study assignments. Such a model was 
advocated for Central, about twenty years ago, by a task force which John Shrader 
headed. Possibly this idea is worth pursuing now. 
lh 
pc Professor Tolin 
Central 
washington 
University 
May 13, 1991 
Charles McGehee 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Campus 
Dear Charles: 
orricc or ;\dmissions CJnd Hccorcis 
C.li1Ci1cll Hall 
EllcnslJurg. Washington ~~8~)26 
(509) 963-1211- t\clmissions 
(509) 963-3001 - f{cgislrar 
RECEIVED 
MAY 1 4 1991 
CWU FACULTY SENATE 
Before the end of this academic quarter, and if you feel it is appropriate, I 
would like to update the Faculty Senate on the admissions outlook for Fall 
1991. 
As you are well aware, the University has been under tremendous pressure and 
strain to control our Annual Average FfE. I would like to share with the Faculty 
Senate some information on the numbers of applications, the increased 
admissions requirements, and the general admissions process we implemented 
this year. 
This has been a complicated year, especially Winter and Spring Quarters. Many 
individual faculty members and administrators call me, stop to talk with me, 
and ask questions about the enrollment situation at the University. I realize 
that there has been very little communication about the issue with appropriate 
people in campus. However, on the other hand, I have had more 
communication outside the campus with testimony to the House Higher 
Education Committee, individual legislators, OFM, the Higher Education 
Coordinating Board, and a few people on campus. It occurred to me I have not 
been able to tell, in a general way, our campus community where we are. So, I 
would like to take this opportunity to discuss it with the Faculty Senate. 
Let me know your feelings on the matter. 
Sincerely, 
~~ 
es G. Pappas 
Dean of Admissions and Records 
JP4:15 
April 18, 1991 
1123 
CURRICULUM PROPOSALS APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AND FORWARDED TO THE SENATE 
MUSIC 
PROGRAM CHANGE 
AS IT APPEARS 
Tbeor:r·Compoiltloa Major 
MUS 104, lnii'Oductioo 1D Musical SIUdies 3 
MUS 144, 145, 146. FUll Yeaz Theory 9 
MUS 244,245,246, Second Year Theory 9 
MUS 280,281,282 Musk Hislory 12 
MUS 340,440, Analytical TccluUques I and D 6 
MUS 341, 342 Conduain&l and 0 6 
MUS 164,264. Pmonnanc:e (lnd.ividual lnsllUCiion) 12 
MUS • Puformance io ~vcd c::membks. 10 include 
12·18 credits ill large ensemblc(s) and 6-l:lcn:dils 
ill chambel CNemblea. 24 
MUS 343, 346, Coull~ I and D 6 
MUS •22.1. 422.2, 422..3 Orchestnl:ion 9 
MUS 423.1, 423.2, 423.3 Composilioa 9 
MUS 444, Canon and Fupe 3 
MUS 2.S4 or 371, Study io a1 least 3 insu'umcoiS 
(Ktyboard OOl included) OO!er lhan !he major 
~~ 3 
Music dcctives ll 
123 
Keyboard Performance Major 
MUS 104, lnii"'ductionc.o Musical Studies 3 
MUS 144, 145, 146. Fltsl Year Tbeory 9 
MUS 244, 24S, 246, Second Year Theory 9 
MUS 280,281,282 Musil: Hislory 12 
MUS 340, 440 Analytical Techniques I and D 6 
MUS 341, 342 Conductins I and D 6 
MUS · ApproYCd ensembles, 1D include 6-12 aedits 
in large ensemblc(s) and 9· IS credits in chamber 
ensembles and accompanying (minimwn ol4 
atdiiS eacL 21 
MUS 164464, Pufocmanr:e (Individual lnslructioo) 36 
MUS 430, Survey of Keyboard Music 3 
MUS 42S.A, Ptdagogy (SIIId.io) Piano 3 
MUS 343. Count.elpOiDl I 3 
Music Electives ll 
123 
Changes are indicated in bold type. 
PROPOSED 
T•eory-Compositloa Major 
MUS 104, lnb'OduclioD 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 144, 145, 146. Pin& Year Theory 9 
MUS 244.245,246, Secoad Yearlbeary 9 
MUS 280,281,282 MIIS.ic Hislory 12 
MUS 340, 440, Allllytical Tecbniques J at D 6 
MUS 341, 342 ConctuaiDJ I at D 6 
MUS 164, 264, Major perfOimiDC:e .-ea.lDdviduaJ Study 12 
MUS • Puform&~~ee in II'P1Md eruembles, 1D include 
12·18 a=&s ill llrae cntemble(s) IIIII 6-12 a-edits 
io chamber o::nscmbla 2• 
MUS 343, 346, Counlie:rpOilc I llld D 6 
MUS 422.1, 422.2, 422.3 OrtbcstraDoa 9 
MUS 423.1, 423..2, 423.3 Composiliaa 9 
MUS 444, Canoa llld Jlupe 3 
MUS 154 or 171, SJudy iD a1 lelsl3 illsuumen15 
(Keyboard DOl iocluded) acbc:r thaD lbe major 
w~ 3 
Music dectives U 
Keyboard or Guitar Performance Major 123 
MUS 1 04, lnii'Oduttion 1D Musical Studies 3 
MUS 144, 145, 146. Fana Ytlll Theory 9 
MUS 244, 245, 246. Second Ytlll Thccry 9 
MUS 280,281,282 Music: Histay 12 
MUS 340, 440 Analytical Teduliqucs IIDd D 6 
MUS 341,342 Cooductiuslllld 0 6 
MUS • Approved ensembles, 1D include 6-12 credits 
ill large ensemble(s) and 9-15 cdts in chamber 
eruembles and accompanying (rninimwn ol4 
cndils t&:b. 21 
MUS 164-464 Major Perlormuce Ara 
(lndividuallnslru:tica) 36 
MUS 430, Survey o( Keyboard Music 3 
MUS 425, Ped•aou Ia the m1jor ~rea 3 
MUS 343, Counl.elpOiDtl 3 
Music: Electives U 
123 
April 18, 1991 
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CURRICULUM PROPOSAlS APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AND FORWARDED TO THE SENATE 
MUSIC CONTINUED 
AS IT APPEARS 
PertuSSion Performance Major 
MUS UM. Incroduc:lioa 10 Musical SIUdia 3 
MUS 144, 14S, 146, rust Yuzlbecry 9 
MUS 244, 2AS,146, Secood Year 1bcary 9 
MUS 210.211,282 Music Hislory 12 
MUS ~. Analyt.ical Tedlniques 3 
MUS 34 I, 342 Cooduainalllld D 6 
MUS 343, Counl.elpoiDll 3 
MUS- Approved ensembles, 1D include 1()..12 quaners 
(»24 cmlils) in lqe ensemblc(s) llld 6-10 
aulils in clllmber ensembles. 30 
MUS 1~. Pufamance Studies - Pat:ussioa 
To iDcJudc 3 cpncn ~ aedils) oC Keyboerd Sllldy 
II lk 371 or 164 Jevd. Student demonstratilll 
hiper level proficiences may substiblte funhcr 
petcussion 5IUdics. 36 
Music EJec:tiva .12 
123 
Slrin& Performance Major 
MUS UM, Introduction 1D Musical Studies 3 
MUS 144, 145, 146, rant Yev Theory 9 
MUS 244,245, 246, Sccoocl Year Theory 9 
MUS 280, 281, 282 MLISic Hisl.ory 12 
MUS 340, Analytical Techniques 3 
MUS 34 I, 342 Conducting lllld D 6 
MUS 343, CounwpoiDt I 3 
MUS· Approved ensembles, to include 1().12 quanas 
(»24 aedits) in large ensernblc(s) llld 6-10 
cnxlils ill chamber ensembles. 30 
MUS 1~. Pufonnance Studies - Major lnsuument 36 
Musit EJec:tiva .U 
123 
Vocal Performance Major 
Prior 10 the auairunent of MUS 464, !be srudent mUSl 
demonsnlc canpcaency in Frencb llld Getman equallto !be 
successful canpeoon of French and German 153. 
MUS UM, Introduction 10 Musical S!Udics 3 
MUS 144, 14S, 146, rant Yev Theory 9 
MUS 244, 24S, 246, Second Year Theory 9 
MUS 280,281,282 Music History 12 
MUS 340, Analytical Techniques 3 
MUS 341, 342 Conduainal and D 6 
MUS 343, CounterpOint I 3 
MUS- AIJpoYcd ensembles, to include 10.12 quanus 
(20-24 cmlil.s) in Jarae cnscmblc(s) llld 6-I 0 
credits in chamber ensembles. 30 
MUS 164..c64,hzfoonance Studies. Voice 36 
MUS 4SI.Introduclion 10 Solo Vocal uLeniUI'e 3 
MUS 425.B, hdagogy (Studio) Voice 3 
Music Elcaives 6 
123 
Otanges are indicated in bold type. 
PROPOSED 
Percussion Performance Major 
MUS 104, lntroduclioa 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 144, 14S, 146, Fin& Ye.lbecxy 9 
MUS 244, 2AS, 246, Secood YC8' 1beory 9 
MUS 210,281,212 Music Hislmy 12 
MUS 340, Analytical Techniqu. 3 
MUS 341,342 Coaduaiaallad D 6 
MUS 343, CountupaiM I 3 
MUS • Approved CIISCIII!lles, 1D include I 0.12 quancrs 
(»2A aedils) illllrJe cmemblc(s) and 6-10 
aedits in cflambcr easanble&. 30 
MUS 164-464, Major Perfonaa.a Area- Percussion 
To iDclOOe 3 quanm (3-6 cndits) ol Keyboerd study 
a.t lilt 171 or 1 6ot level. Sludcnu clemonstrWina 
hlper lcYd ~1Cicl.lcu ITII)' substi bite funhcr 
pc:rtUSSioo SlUdits. 36 
Music Elective~ U 
123 
Slrin& Performance Major 
MUS I 04, lntrodoclioa 1D Musial Sllldies 3 
MUS 144,145, 146, Fin& Ye. Theory 9 
MUS 244,245, 246, Second Yr..r- Theory 9 
MUS 280,281,282 Music Hislory 12 
MUS 340, Analytical TechniqUCll 3 
MUS 341,342 Conductillal and D 6 
MUS 34 3, CounltlpOUill 3 
MUS- Appnived CDSallbles, ID include 10.12 quanus 
(20-24 aedils) ill lar&e cnscmblc(s) and 6-10 
mdiiS ill chamber ensemble&. 30 
MUS 164-464, Major PerformaDct Ara 36 
Musit Elective~ .u 
123 
Vocal Performance Major 
Prior 10 the auainmeot of MUS 464, die student mUSl 
demooslnle compe~aq in Frendl and Gc:nnan equalliO die 
suc:cessful completioo ~ Frtneh and Gennan IS3. 
MUS 104, lntroduclioo 1D Music:aJ Studies 3 
MUS 144, 14S, 146, r111t YeM Theory 9 
MUS 244, 24S, 246, Second Year Theory 9 
MUS 280,281,282 Music HiSICr)' 12 
MUS 340, Analytical Techniques 3 
MUS 341,342 CondiiCtinal and 0 6 
MUS 343, CounlelpOiDll 3 
MUS • Awroved ensembles, to include 10.12 quaners 
(20-24 at4its) in 11rJe eruemblc(s) and 6-10 
cndils ill chamber ensemble&. 30 
MUS 164-464, Major Performaoct Area - Voice 36 
MUS 458, lntroduclioo 10 Solo V oc.a1 ultnlllR 3 
MUS 425.B, Ptdagogy (Sbldio) Voice 3 
Music Eleaives 6 
123 
2 
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Wind Performance Major 
MUS 10., Introduclioll 10 Musical Slllltia 3 
MUS 144. 14,, 146. F'111t Yar Deary 9 
MUS 244, 24,, 2A6, SecOGd Yar'Illeary 9 
MUS 210, 281,211 Music Hiaary 12 
MUS 340. Anllyticll Tecllniqla 3 
MUS 341, 342 Cooducrin& had D 6 
MUS 343, CounlerpOillt 1 3 
MUS- ApproYcd CNCmblea, 10 ilcludel0.12 quanas 
(»24 crcdils) illl.qe ensanblc(s) and 6-10 
acdi.ts in chamber cnsembla.. 30 
MUS 164-464, ~onnanu - (lndividuallnsln8nall 36 
MUS 4'2 « 4,3, Woodwind c. BIISI LiiUIIIft 
llld~ 3 
Music~ 2 
123 
Bachelor of Music; Deerccs 
Music. Educ:atjon Ma!or 
Broad Area 
MUS 144-146, 244-246,1bcaey 18 
MUS 343, CounlelpOiull 3 
MUS 210, 281.282 Music Hisulry 12 
MUS 104. Inuoductioo 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 321, 323, 325,424 Music Educali011 11 
MUS 341, 342 Cooducrinslllld D 6 
MUS 254 Class IDsbuclioa (PiaDo) 2 
MUS 254 C1ass Instructioa (Voice) 2 
MUS 254 C1ass Inslructioo (SiriDp) 2 
MUS 254 Class Insuuclioa (Woodwinds) 2 
MUS 254 Class lnslnletioo (Brass) 2 
MUS 254 Class lnsullction (Pe.mwion) 1 
Majoc Ensemble participetion eac:b qoanu in ~dencc 
{six cndits mu.st be in ensemble ol 
scc:oodary instrument) 22 
Motjor insuumetlt study including 1 minimum of 
4 cndiLSol MUS 3641evd .U 
98 
All Music Educabon majors m u.st pass die required Piano 
ProfiCiency Euminalion prior 10 mdcnemal! for Sllldent 
lt.lehinJ. 
Olanges are indicated in bold type. 
Instrumental Music: Education 
MUS 144-146,244-246, Thccry 18 
MUS 343, CounterpOirlll 3 
MUS 280,281,282 Music Hisulry 12 
MUS 104,1nuoduction 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 321, 325, 424 Music Educarioa 8 
MUS341,342COIIduainslandD 6 
MUS 254 Class Iastruclion (Piaao) 2 
MUS 254 Class lnstructioo (Voice) 2 
MUS 254 Class lnsuuction (Strinp) 2 
MUS 254 Class lnsuuclioo (Woodwinds) 2 
MUS 254 C1ass Instruction (Brau) 2 
MUS 254 Class llulnletion (Percussion) I 
Major Ensemble participarion each quan.et ill residence 22 
Major instrument Sllldy includin& a minimum ol 
4 cndiLS oC MUS 364 leYd .U 
All Music Education majon most pass die required Piano 
ProfiCiency Euminalion prior 10 endorsement b Sllldent 
leaCh inc. 
93 
Wind Performance Major 
MUS liM, IDiroduclioll 10 Musical Slllltia 3 
MUS 14-&, 145, 146, Pint Yar 11leary 9 
MUS 2", 2A5, 2A6., SecOGd Yar 'l1leary 9 
MUS 280,211,282 MusE HillarJ 12 
MUS 340, Allllyticll Tedlniq• 3 
MUS341,342Cond!ICliqhDdD 6 
MUS 343, Cowuapoia 1 3 
MUS - A&Jprowid -- 10 iDciDcle 10.12 quanen (20-24 aedils) ill llrp eiiiCIIIbll(s) IDd 6-10 
cndiU ill cblmber ""''mb!N 30 
MUS 164-464, Major Perfo~lla Area 36 
MUS 452 ar 453, Woodwind ar B,_l..iJeraGn 
llld~ 3 
Music Elec:dftl 2 
123 
Bac:bcJor of Music: Durm 
Music: Education Ma lor 
Broad Are8 
MUS 144-146, 244-246. 'Jbeary I 8 
MUS 343, CQunlelpOiDll 3 
MUS 280, 211, 282 Music HisiDry 12 
MUS liM, buroduc:1ioa 10 Musical S!Ddia 3 
MUS 321, 323, 325, 424 Music llduc:arx. 11 
_ MUS 341,342 Coodncrin&lllld D 6 
MUS U4 Oass lnslrDcDoD (JWD) 2 
MUS 154 Class lnJiniCiioD (Voice) 2 
MUS 254 Class IDStrumeatal Metllodl (Sirinp) 2 
MUS 254 Class IDStrameatal Medlodl (Woodwinds) 2 
MUS 254 Class IDStrameatal Metllocls (Brass) 2 
MUS 254 Class Jastrameatal Mttllodl (Percussion) 1 
Major Ensemble panicipati.oo each cpiii1U in ~dellce 
(six cndiiS must be ia ensemble ol 
SCICaldaly insuvnml) 22 
Major iaslrwncnt sllldy iacludinsa minimum of 
4 atd.its of MUS 364 level .U 
All Music Educalioo rna jon most pus die required Piano 
Proliciellcy Euminatioll prior 10 Clldcnement for student 
ll:adlin&-
3 
Instrumental Music Education 
98 
MUS 144-146, 244-246,1bcaey 18 
MUS 343, Countupoint I 3 
MUS 280,231,282 Music HisiOry 12 
MUS liM, IDaoduclioa 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 321,325,424 Music Educ:DII 8 
MUS 341, 342 Coodlx:tin&l and D 6 
MUS U4 Cus IDsbuction (Piaao) 2 
MUS 154 Cus lnSIIUCiioa (Voice) 2 
MUS 254 <lass ID.struDleatal Me clods (S trio as) 2 
MUS 254 <lass IDStrumtDtal Mtdaodl (Woodwinds) 2 
MUS 254 Class !Dstntmtatal Mttllodl (Brua) 2 
MUS 254 Oass ID.struDltDtal Mttllodl (Percussion) I 
Major Ensemble (*ticiparioo each cpne:r io residence 22 
Major inslrumenlsllldy includills a minimum ol 
4 acdits ol MUS 364 1evd .U 
All Music Edocarloa rna jon mu.st pus lhc required Piano 
Prolkiency Examinali011 prior ID c:odcnemcnt for Sllldenl 
leaChinJ. 
93 
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Cbonl Music Education 
MUS 144-146. 244-2A6, 'Tbccry 18 
MUS 343, Cowuupoint I 3 
MUS 280,281, 28l Music Hisulry 12 
MUS 1~.lnb'Oduclioa to Mmic:al Swdia 3 
MUS 321, 323. 424 Mu.sic Educalioa I 
MUS 341, 342Condlldina I IDd D 6 
MUS 230, Diclioa 3 
MUS 42S, Voice Ptdqop 3 
MUS 254 Oass Instruc:lion (Piano) 2 
Major Ensemble ~pation eacll qu.IRU in ~dence 22 
Major Instrument study includina 1 minimum ol4 credits ol 
MUS3641evd Jl 
All MIISK EdllCacion majon must pass lhe requftd Piano 
J'ro{Jcicncy E.uminalion prior to endcnemcnt ror scudc:ol 
~~-
92 
Olanges are indicated in bold type. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MUSIC MAJOR 
MUS 104, lnlroduclion to Musical Studies 3 
MUS 144, t4S. 146. rust Year Theory 9 
MUS 244. 2-4S, 246, Second Year Theory 9 
MUS 280.281,282 Music History 12 
MUS 341,Conductinal 6 
MUS 343, CooolelpOintl 3 
MUS 346. CounteqlOinl D 3 
•MUS 495 Senior Project 2 
•• Music Electives in auided 1JWU division toUrSe$ wilh I 
minimum ol6 hours in Music Hi.sttty and Utera~ .1.6 
60 
Mioor 
MUS 144, 145, 146, riiSl Year Theory 
MUS 280.281, Mvsic: Hislory 
MUS 341, Cooductin&l 
EJcclives iD Music 
9 
12 
6 
0-.16 
20-32 
• Scudents :ue requirW, as a senior project. to present a recital, 
a composil.ioll, or a ruean:b project. 
.. Silldents wiD eloct music courses in their major area or 
in teres~: 
L Petfonnance • at 1ea1t 12 crediiS in tbe major 
pctf'cnnaro: medium. 
b. HUu:ry and Ull:.lallR. 
c:. Theory and Compositioo. 
d. Gencnl • Courses selected born a,b,c above wilb 
lldvisemcnt. 
Olanges are indicated in bold type. s 
Choral Music Educuion 
MUS 144-1.t6, 244-2.46, 1beary 18 
MUS 343, Coualapoilll 3 
MUS 210, 211, 212 Malic Hillmy 12 
MUS UM, ~., MUJical Sbldia 3 
MUS 321, 321.~42A Malic EdiiCIIial I 
MUS 341, 342 Coodoc:1iq I .-d D 6 
MUS 230. Dicaka 3 
MU$425, Vob~ 3 
MUS 1St 0111 Iunaioa ~) 2 
M.,;ar Entembk ~ ctc.b quner in ~dence 22 
Major' i.o.s1rumcm IlDdy iDcJudin& a minimum o{ 
4 CftdilJ ol MUS 364 IMl .1.2 
A1l Music Rhw:aaoa majon mus pus lbc ~Piano 
Proficiency F• ami011rim p;or 10 eodlnerna!t for student 
leachiD&-
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MUSIC MAJOR 
4 
MUS 1~. Inc:rodoctioo to Musical Scudie:s 3 
MUS 144, 145, 1.t6, rlnl Year Theuy 9 
MUS 244. 245. 2A6. Secood Year Theory 9 
MUS 280,281. 282 Musk Hi.sttty 12 
MUS 341 .Conc\xtina lllld D 6 
MUS 343, CounterpoiD& I 3 
MUS 346, CoooiiCiplia& D 3 
•MUS •95 Senior Project 2 
•• Music Electives in JUidcd uwer division ~ wilh I 
minimum ot 6 hours in Music Hislay and Utcra~~R .1.6 
60 
92 
•scudenU ue required. as a senitr projcct.10 p-csenc a recical, 
1 composiliocl, or 1 researt.b proje<:L 
••StDdeats wUI stled Muk Eltctht co11rses 
based oe tltelr •~or area ol l.aturst (cboose a, b, 
c, 01' cl): 
L Petformancc- • Ira 12 aedits in lhe major 
pcdormaDCe IMdium. 
b. History and UIUilllre • 12 cred.IU beyocd bask 
Musk HlstorJ (MUS 212). 
c. Theory IDd Compositioa • 11 crrdlls bey011d 
Flrst aod Stcood Year Tbeory (MUS l-'6) . 
d. General • U crtdlts seledrd rrom tbe 3 areas 
listed aboYe. 
MUS 10C l 
9 
12 
MUS 144. 145, 1.t6, rust Year Theory 
MUS 280. 281, 282 Music: His1ay 
MUS 341, Coaductinal 
•Electives in Music 
3 
6:11 
33-39 
•stadealJ wtll elect Music Electin courses basrd 
oe tbelr major area or laterest (cboose a, b, c, or 
d): 
a.Ptrformaoce - at 1tast 12 utdlts Ia lbt 
••Jor performaace lltdlaa. 
lt.Hislory aed Llle.riiDrt • 6 credits beyoad 
llask Mule History (MUS 212). 
c.TJaeOrJ aad Composllloa • 6 credits beyond 
Fine TJaeorJ (MUS 146). 
d.Cneral • 6·12 credits seltrted from tbe 3 
areas lilted abon. 
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Mule Tucblaa Mlaor 
Clloral Mule (K·U) 
MUS 144, 145, 146, F"111t Year Theory 9 
.MUS UM, lnaoduclion 10 Musical SIUdies 3 
MUS 341,342 Conduclin1 6 
MUS 323, Cllc:nl Music Methods 3 
MUS 321 or431, Elemcnlal')' Genctal Music Methods 3 
MUS 2S4 Class PiaDo OR 3 
MUS J8.4, Cbonl U!Uallft OR 
MUS 441, Conduclin1 m 
Choral Paformance Ensemble - 6 
PafOODIIICe lnstrucUoa 6 
Mask Tuclllaa Mlaor 
hstTDIDeDlal r.Jusle (K·U) 
39 
MUS 144. 145, 146, r111t Year Theory 9 
MUS UM, Introduction 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 341,342 Conc1actiq 6 
MUS 32.5. lnstrumcnlll Music Methods 3 
MUS 321 or 431, Flemcnlal)' GcnenJ Music Melhods 3 
MUS 2S4 Class Piano OR 3 
MUS 383, Symphonic l...i1u.llure OR 3 
MUS 441, Conductina m 3 
Oa2J Performance Ensemble 6 
Pmonnance Inswc:tiaa 6 
42 
Music Tucblaa Minor 
Broad Area Cboral aad lastrameatal (K·ll) 
MUS 144, 145, 146, F"USI Year Theory 9 
MUS 104,1nii'Oduction 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 341, 342 Cooductina 6 
MUS 323 OKnl Music Methods 3 
MUS 32.5.Instrumcntal Music Methods 3 
MUS 321 or 431, Flemcntary GencnJ Music Methods 3 
MUS IS. Class Piaao OR 3 
MUS 384 Choral Utm~~ OR 
MUS 383, Symphonic Litera!W't OR 3 
MUS 441. Conductina m 3 
Chooll Pmormance Ensemble 6 
lnstrume~ual Pmonnance Ensemble 6 
Selocted from the £ollowina one credit classes: 
MUS 2S4: {Cluses) Woodwinds, Ptzt:usssion, Strinp, 
Brass or V oic:e 
hrl'OfflWIC.C lnstructiaa 6 
54 
Olanges are indicated in bold type. 
PROPOSED 
Musk Tud1111 Mlaor 
Cborll Mule (IC·U) 
MUS 144, 145, 146, Pint Yw lbeory 9 
MUS 104. lDl7oduaicla 10 Musical Sllldies 3 
MUS 341,342 Coadncli11 6 
MUS 323, Qonl Mask: Metbodl 3 
MUS 321 or 431. ~ Gentnl Music Mechods 3 
MUS 1.54, Clul ftno or 171 C1w PiaiiO or 
1101H111P p.mo iDsrruaioD 0/o!u inslnx:tioD 
may be .. tciw&ed (or IPPiled pilno majan) 3 
Olc:nl Pafl:lrmln:e ~ 6 
Major Perf'-uce Area (Vola or Plaao) 6 
39 
AJI Mule Edacatlft alaon aust pw the 
nquired Plaao rroncleDCJ Eumlaatloa prior to 
eadoncant for studeat teacbl•l· 
Musk Teacbl•l Mlaor 
lastnmeatal Mule (K·12) 
MUS 144, 145. 146, F"lr!l Yw lbeory 9 
MUS 104, lnnoduaiaa 110 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 341, 342 C«Ktuctiaa 6 
MUS 32.5, l.asllumenlll MUJie Medlods 3 
MUS 321 or431, Elemen~ GentnJ Music Methods 3 
MUS MUS 1.54 or 111 Class PiaDo or non-major piano 
inslnlaiaa (A.aocbel' insuumcnlal applied area may be 
subnimted ror awlicd piaDo 1111jan) 3 
lnslrwncnull'af<ll'lllanCe Emcm!Jic 6 
Select fr011 the foUowlaJ oae credit courses: 
MUS 15.. Brua, PerclliS.Ioa, StriDJS, or 
Woodwtada J 
Major Performaace Area fi 
42 
AU Mule Edacatioa minora must piiSI tbe 
required Pllao ProncleacJ Eumioatloa prior to 
eadornmtat for ltudnt tuciiiiJ. 
Mule Teacbhaa Mlaor 
Broad Area Cboral aad Jastrvmeatal (K·ll) 
MUS 144, 145, 146, F"USI Year lbccry 9 
MUS 104,1ntrocluctioa 10 Musical Studies 3 
MUS 341,342 Conductial 6 
MUS 323 OloraJ Music Methods 3 
MUS 32.5, Instrumental Music Mcdlods 3 
MUS 321 or 431, Elemcnlar)' Geacra.l Music Melhods 3 
MUS 154 Class PiaDo, or MUS 171 Piano lnsii'UCtion 
(Aaotber appl~d area m17 be substituted 
for tbose wttb plllllo u their major applitd 
lrtl) J 
l.nstrumcntal Pesformancc Ensemble 6 
Selcc&cd £rom the Collowin& one acdit classes: 
MUS 154: (Classes) Woodwinds, Percu.sssion. Strings. 
Brass or Voice 
Pcncnnance l.nsttuctioa fi 
57 
All Music Educatioa miaors must piiSI the 
required Plsao Proticlucy ExaminatioD prior to 
eudornmtal for studeot tucbiaa. 
6 
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DOUGLAS HONORS COLLEGE 
COURSE ADDITIONS 
DHC 131, 132, 133. Douglas Honors College Lecture I (1,1,1). 
concurrent enrollment in DHC 121, 122, or 123. Historical, 
stylistic, and biographical background relating to the works read 
in the corresponding colloquium. 
DHC 231, 232, 233. Douglas Honors College Lecture II (1,1,1). 
concurrent enrollment in DHC 221, 222, or 223. Historical, 
stylistic, and biographical background relating to the works read 
in the correspondin~ colloqui~~ __ _ 
DHC 331, 332, 333. Douglas Honors College Lecture III (1,1,1). 
concurrent enrollment in DHC 321, 322, or 323. Historical, 
stylistic, and biographical background relating to the works read 
in the corresponding colloquium. 
DHS 431, 432, 433. Douglas Honors College Lecture IV (1,1,1). 
concurrent enrollment in DHC 421, 422, or 423. Historical, 
stylistic, and biographical background relating to the works read 
in the corresponding colloquium. 
EDUCATION 
PROGRAM DELETION 
Bachelor of Arte 
Biltnguallntercultural Education 
M"'or for Elementary-Teachers 
The Blllns.W Intercultural ~for Elementary Teachers Ia 
Intended uP, prepare people to teach In elemenlar)' level 
clasarooma ~ulnna knowledae and e.kJJla which addreae :~· 
1lnauJatlc and cultural nuda ol SpanJeh-epeaklna chHd.rar.. 
Prior to admission to the teachu pt'q)IU'Iltfon proeram. 
studmta must demo118lrate by examlnaUon, competence In , 
compn:beodlng. epeaklna. rcadlna and wrlttna Spanish .coot· i 
diD.i to standards set by the Prosram Director In consultation ~ 
with the Department of Portlgn Lanpaaea. Thle major ml18t be · 
accompanied by the Elementary School Proresalonallud Su~ 
jecta minor. Students electln8 lhle prognun must complete a j 
minimum of30credltsof an academic major forcontlnutnac:er- · 
Uflcatlon. 
Reqalred Co~: Cred.lta 
ENG/ANTif 180. Introduction to Ltngufstlca OR 
ED 433. Educational Llngulsttca• .. .. . . .. ..... .... . .. ... . 5 
ED 434, Educational Principles and Second Language 
lnatn~cUon (ESLISSL) .. . . .. . ........ .. .. ..... . . . .... . ... 4 : 
SPAN 300. Spanish for Bllln8Ual School Pet80nnel . . .• .. .. .. 8 : 
SPAN 311, Spanish American ClvtJizaUon and Culture OR · 
SPAN 383. Spenfsh/EniJisb Contrastive Linguistics . . . . . 3-4 
ED 435, BtllnauaJ Education In the Content Areas ...... . .. . . 4 
ANTH 381, l..anguaae In Culture. .. . . . ... .. .. ... .. ... .. . .. . . 4 
S(X') ANTH 355, Culture and Pel'80nallty •. . ...... .. ... . .. .. 4 
SOC 425, Sociology of Education ........... ... ..... .... ... & 
Contracted Field Experlencx 490 .......... , . . . .... . . .. . . 1-6 
Total 83-38 
Select COUI11e8 by advtaemcnt.from at least two subneldaUatcd 
below to brlft8 major to a mlnJmum ~ 45 c:redita. 
Electives: . 
· ENG 320, English Grammar .. . .. . ... ...... .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 6 
ENG418,Studtealn~ . ~ . . . . . . . .... .... ... . .. . . . ... 8 
ENG M8, World Literature. ... .. . . .. ... ... ..... . . .. . . • .. . . . 6 
SPAN 400, Advanced Grammar . ... ... . ... ... . . ............ 8 
SPAN 461.462, Advanced Convuaatlon and CompoeiUoa ... 8 
SPAN 4:;8, Contemporary SpanJeh-AmukaD Novel . .•• ... .. 8 
SPAN 459, Conumporvy Spe.ntah-Amer1can Poetry .. . .. ... 8 
SPAN 883, Spen.ish/Enallab ContraaUve LlngulsUca . .. . .... . 4 
SPAN 311, Spanish-American Civtllz.aUoo and Culture . ..... S 
ANTH 107, General AntbropolotJ1 OR 
ANTH 180, lnlroducUon to Llngufstlca . ... .... ... ..• .. . .. 6 
SOC 810, Culture of Poverty ... . . ... .... ... .......... . ..... 6 
soc m. Soda! Inequality .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . ..... . .. .... ... 6 
ANTH S50, Applied AnthropoJOi)' aJld Acculturation .. . . .. . 4 
ANTH 382, Descriptive LlniUfstlca .. .. .•. ....... . .... . ... . 4 
ED 43I,Intttcultural Education .. . . . .... . .. ... . ... ... . . . .. S 
ED 418, Rcadtna a.od Llnfuletlca ... ... . . .. ... . .... ... •. .. .. 3 
ECE 312, BUinfU&] EducaUon ln Early Cblldbood •. .... ..... 8 
ECE318, Culture and Curriculum .. . ... .. . ...... ....... .. .. 8 
Ele.ctlvee ... . . .. . • . . • ... ... . .. ...... . ... . . ..... . . . . .... 7-18 , 
Total .U 
•Recommended for thoee with cl888l'OOm u:pertencc. 
**Studenta should en.rOU under a cou.ric prelb ~ ap-
propriate to the nature of the fldd experlencx. 
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PROGRAM CHANGES 
AS -IT APPEARS 
BIIJ.ngual Educatlou Mluor for Elementary 
Tea~ en 
Prior to c:omplet.lq this mloor, a student muat demonetratc 
proflde"Dcy In epeakl.na, readtnc,. wrltlq and mmprehendiJli a 
home Ja.nauaae of limited EnafJab pro(ldent ecbool children. 
Prolldenq In a home tanauaee Is a!IIC'88ed by the Poretp 
J.anauaaee Department. Students wbo lack thla profldency 
will be required to take addltJona! CX>UJ'Iework M determined 
bJ the Porelp ~ Deputmmt. 
Cred.lte 
Prenqutslte:e: ED 808, ED 809 
BNG/ANTii 180, Introduction to LlnfU18Uca ............ ... 6 
ED ·118, Readln& and Ll.QplsUc:a ... . . . .... . . . .... . .. . . .... . 8 
ED 438. Educational LtnpJeUc:a .... . . . . .. . .. . . . ... .. . . .. .. 6 
ED 436, Bl1lnauaJ Educatlon In the Content Areas OR 
BCE S 18, BltlnauaJ Education lo Early Childhood . . .... . 3-4 
ANTH 381, La.niuage In Culture .. . ... ... . ... . .. . . . ...... .. 4 
ED 498, Practlcum • ................................... .. 1-6 
Total 111·116 
•Students •bo have documented cxperlence worldllj In educa-
tional eetUna- with Umltcd Enailsh proOdent children, and 
who are familiar with tbe related minority community may be 
exempt from taklf18 the me.xJmum number ol practlcum murac 
bourw. 
AS IT APPEARS 
Teaching EngUsh as a Second Language 
(TESL) Minor 
This minor In TESL Is of utltlty to persons lntcndiJli to teach 
In tbe public schools or ln early chltdbood programs where 
students who speak a language other than English are enroll~ . 
The TESL minor leads to endorsement at K-18 levc:ls for 
Washington state teacher ccrttflcaUon. The TESL minor also 
orTentlntroductory preparation for persons lnteodlnll to teach 
Enillsh In other countries . Students enrolllni In this minor 
wbo have not completed the equivalent of one year of study o( a 
foreljp1 or second language at the high school or adult level will 
be required to do so prior to completing the minor. ANTH/ENG 
180, lntroductlon to Linguistics or permission Is required to 
enroll In ED 433, Educational LlneuJstlcs. For the student who 
has n.ot bad classroom experience wllh limited English profl· 
clent learners, the practlcum will be sepe.rated Into two ex· 
perlences, to be completed at the Initial and final portions of 
the student's course of study. 
Reqwrc:d: Credit. 
ENG 320, English G111mmar . . ...... . . . . .. . .. . ........... . . 6 
ECE415, ChJid Language Acqulaltlon ... . . . .. .. .. . .... .. .. . 3 
ED 433, Educational Linguistics . . .. .. ..... .. ..... .. . .. ... . 6 
ED 438, Teaching English as a Second Language ... .. .. . .. . .. 3 
ED 439, Testloi Enallsb as a Second Lan~ . . ....... .... . 8 
ECE 818, Language In Culture (4) OR .. 
ANTH 381, Culture and Cw:rlcuJum (3) . .. ... ....... .. .. S-4 
ED 492, Pract.lcum ........ .... . ........ .. .. . . ... ..... .. .. . & 
Total 2'1·18 
PROPOSED 
&il~~l ldueat.iaD.t Ttaetun, l:htliah u 1 S.cand t.n'l\Yte Muw 
Pnor t.c t~ht..a.nq ttu• ~nor, a nodent. -..t dll~ltrate prohc.hney a.n • 
t... lanqu.qe of lWud Dl•luh proUc:i-.nt achool chUdnn. trohcl.•ney u 
u••••ad. by the C.~t of rorwip 1..&1'1~.... '!"t\b aLnor aat"'Na tM toab 
=~t.~~==-~~~!.:~:e;;::_;~:llt to teach u ch••roca. characur11•d by 
Counaa Credit.• 
f'nreq\.lldtaae U 101. ld SOt 
K2 JU IJlU~l ldl.lcet.J.ca ia l&rlr OUJ~ 
82 Jll oa.ltva ... Curicalw 
.... Hl Lou~quqo .1.oo C>Utan : =~~ ::~~~c. .. ltJ~tval Jettiaf 
ad tl5 liUnq.l ~~tuau.- 1n u. O:lnteat anaa 
M tll Tllachiat -.ua.b u • lec:cmd l.Mf'IAtll 
at 4ll !aatiat JbtUah u • S.CI:IM ~
liS 412 Pnrti~• 
PROPOSED 
ln9. UO !'n9lhl\ Cr~ 
tx:E lll CUlture Mel cvueul• ()) 01 
»rTTJ lll, Lanof1Ufe iA CUlt"" f4) 3 .... 
11:1: 415 Child L&n9UAq41 Acqul•ltJGI:I 
td 4ll Dh~At.iQft.A.l Ub9\liltie• 
at ~ll ,.. .. ~ Dlqliall ••• SeC'Old Lanpa .. 
DS 4l9 1'Utint ~Ui&l'l u • SuQDd l.&.n9'&A9I 
ld ..,2 rnetit•• AMI>/ 0.. addthan C"'Yr .. ~rt by adviuMJ\t 
'fot.al l ... l! 
•stu6enu wit.h doc!.ae.ntltd e~ri•t~~Ce wortiat ill an appl'opriatll chnroca 
::~~y, ~rDUqlh MYia.ent, tab ' cn41ta of COW" .. vorl i~,.tud of t.he 
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PE 117. Distance Running (2). Knowledge and skills necessary for 
participation in half-marathon and marathon runs. One hour lecture 
and two hours laboratory per week. 
HOME ECONOMICS--FAMILY AND CONSUMER STUDIES 
COURSE ADDITION 
HOFN 441. Implications of Aging (3). Prerequisite, HOFN 245. 
AprIl 25, 1991 
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PRIM 220. Introduction to Primate Laboratory Procedures (2). Laboratory procedures to ensure physical, social 
and psychological well-being of captive primates: handling, sanitation, safety, medical care, diet, USDA 
requirements, and socio-psychological factors. 
PRIM 311. Primate Behavior Research Methods (3). Methods for animal behavior study in captive or semi-natural 
settings:- research design, observation, data collection, analysis and interpretation. 
PRIM 314. Chimpanzee Behavior (4). Prerequisite, ANTH 313 and PSY 301. Chimpanzee physiology, social and 
developmental behaviors in natural and laboratory conditions. 
PRIM 392. Laboratory Work in Primatology (1-3). Prerequisites, PRIM 220 and permission of instructor. 
Supervised experience in laboratory and research management. May be repeated up to a maxinun of six credits. 
Two to six hours of laboratory per week. 
PRIM 411. Care and Behavior of Captive Primates (3). Prerequisite, PRIM 220 or permission of instructor. 
Behaviors typical of captive primates, and appropriate management techniques. 
PRIM 490, Cooperative Education (1-15); PRIM 496 and PRIM 596, Individual Study (1-6); PRIM 498, Special Topics 
(1·6); and PRIM 499, Seminar <1·5) are automatlcally approved. 
PRIM 495. Research in Primatology (1-4). Prerequisites, PRIM 311 and permission of instructor. Library-based 
or on-campus research study. 
PRIM 497. Honors Thesis (1-6). Prerequisite, by invitation of the program director. Research supervised by 
three-member faculty committee. 
PRIM 599.1. Chimpanzee Mentality (3). Prerequisites, PRIM 314 or equivalent and permission of instructor. 
Perceptual and learning research ont he cognitive abilities of chimpanzees. 
PROGRAM ADDITION 
Bachelor of Science 
Primate Studies Major 
This program is designed to provide majors with interdisciplinary 
perspectives on the behavior of non-human primates, both captive and free. 
It will serve as •_background for graduate study in the behavior, ecology 
or phylog~ny of pr1mates, as well as for care-giving careers with primate 
laborator1es or zoos. 
A double major is REOUIRED for the Primate Studies Hajor: students must 
also complete a.45-60 cre~it major in Anthropology, Biology, or Psychology. 
Because some Prlmate Stud1es Core Require~nts and electives can count as 
credits toward both degrees, the actual number of additional credits which 
need to be completed to fulfill require~ents for the second major may be as 
lov as 27 (see the chair of the appropr1ate department for advise~ent). 
Students should also be aware that Primate Studies introductory 
requirements which are not in the se~on~ major field (anthropology, biology 
or psychology) may count toward fulf1ll1ng General Education Requirements. 
INTP.ODUCTORY LEVEL (100-200) 
ANTH 110, 110.1 Intro to Phys Anth 
BISC 111 Plant Biology 
BISC 112 Animal Biology 
HATH 130.1 Finite Hathematics 
PSY 101 Intro to Psych 
ZOOL 2?0 Human Physiology 
CORE REOUIREHENTS 
ANTH 313 Primate Social Behavior 
BISC 3?5 GENERAL ECOLOGY 
PRIH 220 Intro Prim Lab Procedures 
PRIH 311 Prim Behav Res Kethoda 
PRIM 314 Chimpanzee Behavior 
PRIH 392° Lab and/or 495° Research 
PRIH/PSY/ANTH/BISC 499 Seminar 
PSY 300 Research Hethods 
PSY 301 'Learning 
PSY 362 Descriptive Statistics 
ELECTIVES by advisement 
Primate Studies Required Coursework 
Additional credits to complete a Hajor 
in Biology, Anthropology or Psychology 
B.S. IN PRIHATE STUDIES 
"No more than 8 credits in PRIH 392 and 495. 
s 
5 
5 
s 
5 
5 
4 
5 
2 
3 
4 
· 3 
l-5 
4 
5 
4 
30 credits 
36-38 credits 
7-9 credits 
Total: ?5 credits 
2?-51 credits 
TOTAL 102-126 credits 
May 2, 1991 
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AS IT APPEARS - three changes 
FLT 250. Commercial Pilot Ground School (5). Prerequisite, FLT 
151 or Private License or instructor's permission. Airplane 
aerodynamics, propellers, engines and aircraft systems and their 
operation. Controlled airspace and visual flight rules. Radio 
communications and emergency procedures VFR Navigation. Prepares 
student to pass FAA Commercial Pilot written examination. 
PROPOSED 
FLT 253. Commercial Pilot Ground School (4). Prerequisite, 
successful completion of FAA Instrument written examination. 
Must be taken concurrently with FLT 250.1. Airplane 
aerodynamics, propellers, engines and aircraft systems and their 
operation. Controlled airspace and visual flight rules. Radio 
communications and emergency procedures and visual flight 
regulations (VFR) navigation. Prepares student to pass FAA 
Commercial Pilot written examination. Same as FLT 250. Student 
may not receive credit for both. 
AS IT APPEARS 
FLT 251. Instrument Pilot Ground School (5). Prerequisite, FLT 
151 or Private License or permission of instructor. Navigation 
solely by reference to aircraft instruments and electronic aids. 
Instrument procedures, departures, enroute navigation and 
approaches. Prepares student to pass FAA Instrument Pilot 
written examination. 
PROPOSED 
FLT 252. Instrument Pilot Ground School (4). Prerequisite, 
Private Pilot Certificate. Must be taken concurrently with FLT 
252.1. Navigation solely by reference to aircraft instruments 
and electronic aids. Instrument procedures, departures, enroute 
navigation and approaches. Prepares students to pass FAA 
instrument pilot written examination. Same as FLT 251. Student 
may not receive credit for both. 
COURSE ADDITION 
FLT 252.1. Instrument Pilot Ground 
be taken concurrently with FLT 252. 
per week. 
AS IT APPEARS 
School Laboratory (1). Must 
One two-hour laboratories 
FLT 319. Advanced Aerodynamics and Aircraft Performance (5). 
Prerequisite, Private Pilot Certificate or permission of 
instructor. Advanced theories of flight and flight factors 
May 2, 1991 
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including airfoil shape, drag, velocity, lift and thrust, 
stability and control, advanced principles of performance 
including capabilities and limitations, performance and design 
criteria, load factors, weight and balance charts, comparative 
analysis of aircraft, certification of aircraft. 
PROPOSED 
FLT 319. Aerodynamics (3). Prerequisite, Private Pilot 
Certificate. Theories of flight and flight factors including 
airfoil shape, drag, velocity, lift and thrust, stability and 
control. 
COURSE ADDITION 
FLT 357.1. Flight Instructor Ground School Laboratory (2). Must 
be taken concurrently with FLT 357. Practical application of 
ground instruction required in preparation for written 
examinations on fundamentals of instruction, flight instructor 
airplane and advanced ground instructor certification. Two two-
hour laboratories per week. 
AS IT APPEARS 
FLT 458. Certified Flight Instructor Instrument (4). 
Prerequisite, FLT 457. Ground and flight instruction required in 
preparation for flight instructor instrument certification; 
includes presentation of methodology used in teaching instrument 
flight and acquisition of the Instrument Ground Instructor 
Certificate. 
PROPOSED 
FLT 458. Flight Instructor Instrument (1). Must be taken 
Concurrently with FLT 458.1. Prerequisite, FLT 357. Ground and 
flight instruction required in preparation for flight instructor 
instrument certification; includes presentation of methodology 
used in teaching instrument flight and acquisition of the 
Instrument Ground Instructor Certificate. 
COURSE ADDITIONS 
FLT 458.1. Flight Instructor Instrument Laboratory (1). 
Prerequisite, FLT 357. Must be taken concurrently with FLT 458. 
A practical application of ground and flight instruction for 
flight instructor instrument certification; includes presentation 
of methodology used in teaching instrument flight and acquisition 
of instrument ground instructor certificate. One two-hour 
laboratory per week. 
FLT 151.1. Private Pilot Ground School Laboratory (2). Must be 
taken concurrently with FLT 151. Two two-hour laboratories per 
May 2, 1991 
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FLT 130. Introduction to Aviation (1). An overview of the 
aviation industry, career options and opportunities. Grade will 
be s or u. 
s. Johnson moved, s. Minthorne seconded, for approval of the 
above course addition; 8-0-0, motion approved. 
FLT 220. Aircraft systems I (4). Must be taken concurrently with 
FLT 220.1. Light training aircraft ·engines, propellers and 
engine systems, flight controls, fuel systems, instrumentation, 
tires, wheels and brakes. 
FLT 220.1. Aircraft Systems I Laboratory (1). Must be taken 
concurrently with FLT 220.. Aircraft components and preventative 
maintenance operations allowed under FAR 43, Appendix A, to be 
performed by pilots. One two-hour laboratory per week. 
s. Johnson moved, S. Minthorne seconded, for approval of the 
above course additions; 8-0-0, m,otion approved. 
FLT 320. Aircraft Systems II (5). Prerequisite, FLT 220. Complex 
aircraft systems up through light twin engine. 
s. Johnson moved, s. Hinthorne seconded, for approval of the 
above course addition; 8-0-0, motion approved. 
FLT 321. Avionics (3). Prerequisites, Commercial Pilot 
Certificate and instrument rating. Aircraft electrical 
generating, distribution and navigation systems and functions. 
FLT 338. Flight Operations (5). Prerequisite, FLT 345. Dispatch 
procedures, weather analysis (real time), flight operations and 
crew utilization. 
FLT 420. Aircraft Systems III (Turbine) (3). Prerequisite, FLT 
320. Turbine engines, gearboxes/propellers, fuel, flight 
controls, hydraulics, landing gear and brakes, pressurization and 
air conditioning and instrumentation of generic commuter aircraft 
systems. 
FLT 421. Transport Aircraft Systems (5). Prerequisites, 
Commercial Pilot Certificate and instrument rating andjor 
instructor permission. 
FLT 444. Multiengine Simulator -EFIS (1). Prerequisites, FLT 345 
May 2, 1991 
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and permission. Introduction and faailiarization of electronic 
flight information systems. 
FLT 445. Multiengine Simulator- Turboprop (2). Prerequi•ites, 
FLT 444 and permission. Operation of turbine powered aircraft 
- and the crew concept. Flight planning, navigation and aircraft 
operations~ 
PROGRAM CHANGES 
rltaht Technol017 
Pl1,ht Officer Opt1oa 
AS T APPIARS 
lbc F1l&flt Officer opUoo Ia dcstaned to prepare lluckDttlar. 
nlrJ lcvd Jato carura and lcadcrah.lp ro1ca Ia the 1't1At~ 
communllJ. ComplctloD rl the 111~ aa51Sts the lh.Scat to 
pnpate for eolrJ kvd fttcht ('DJ!aea or a«ood olllcu ~ 
Uooa. A private p(1ot c:crtll\catc II reqwicd ~to bfl~ K• 
a pled Ia to thl1 maJor. Tbc commcrcfaf pflot ccrtlllalc,IDitnt-
mmt ntlnJ. aod Ccrt.JIIed f'11Qht !Dttnact.oc' nt1n1 II 1 rcqulrc-
mmt for anduatlon. An tdvaDC'Cd pflot Otabt lralnlnt thaJ1 be 
conducted uodcr FC"dcr.J Avlalloo tctulatlon, Part141. F11Cbt 
t~ntnc fua arc: p&Jd bi t.M atudent and will be Ia eddltloft 10 
nortMJ Uoh·cratty tuJtloa and rea. 
fLT 461, 461, 463 and 464 c:ompr11C the PAA·Appro\·cd 
f11pt Enifncer Crouod Scbool (Twbojct), £(1duatloa fro. 
wbkh qua.llflc.a one 10 talc the FAA F11abt En&~M"Cr wr1ttn 
cu.mlnaUon. 
Crcdlte 
FL T 2«. Sln,c En&~oc StmuJator·Buk . ......... . ... . . . . . . l 
FLT 24-5. StnsJc Enalnc Slmulator·Adnnced ................ l 
FLT 250, Commercial Pilot Cround School .. - .......... . ... I 
fLT Ul,ln5tOJrocnl Pilot Cround School . . .. ... ... . . .. .... 6 
FL T 310, McttoroiOCJ ...•.... - . -.........•.... . ... . ....... 4 
PLT 316. F11ihl Safct7/Accldcot Prc\·tntloa ..•.....•...... . I 
PLT 319, Advanced Acrodynamla aod Altcr:af't Pcrfonaantt 6 
----pRO'POSRD 
rlltht Te~tlotv "•ler 
PLT330.AYlatloO Law .................................... 1 :t ~ 3Sl. Alr T...nk Cootrol ....•.••.......••.....•.••.. . . . 1 
fL T ::·Air Traaapoctalloe ...................... . . . .. . ... 1 
PLT 837' ~;:'loti Maoaccmnat .•..•••••..• . .•••....•..• . .. a 
PLT 344 • M t.loft Pbc./SwviYal . .............. -.. . . . I 
Pl.TM3. wUm,rocSI• tot·&alc ••........•......... . 1 
PL T 857, ~uJtk!'CJoc SlmuJatot-Adnoccd ...•.. . ....•.... . 1 • ~t !Utnctor GrouDd School . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 1 :t~:~g· ~tbcr Report'"'· ...... .................. ... .. :a 
PL • YaDCCd Aln:Tal\ Srstcma ....•...... _ ..•..... . .. • PL~ =· ~l&bt ~oca I ....... . .... . ................... . 
PLT 463. P11Cbt ~ncc:r D .•.••....•••• . ..•. . ...•..•...... ~ 
PL'T 46t P1..,.t ~oca m .........•............... ..... . 6 
FLT48tA !Cbt~IV .....•..•... . ... . ...... . .... . .. & 
nr . .w~aa~ ................... ............. . a 
PKYS ~ t"'::' PcdormtDCC . .•• •....••...•.. •.. . .•...... .. 1 
MA , trod~ Ph ,.tea .......................... . 1 
Aoor:,: ~~··· PR-CaJcW.- ....•............... . ........ . . . 6 
• Microcomputer AppllcaUoa .......•...•..... . . 3 
AOOM 385, Sua loa. CommWJicatlofVR,..,...rt W r1t 1- a JET 171 Bask .,.,.. . .,. · · · · · · · v l.ETI7t't 8aaJ !lectstcttJ ••...••............. ... ..•.... .. . a 
COM ••;. • c Eluttktt7 Laboratory ..... . ..... . .• . .. _. _ 1 
.no. Busto eM and Profc:sslooal Spc:akJnr ......... . .. _. 4 
Total llt 
--
The flltht Ttchftolo'~ ,,o,r.- '''''''' ''udentt '•~ careera •• t~ 
avaatltn ~dvttry. Stvdtfttl ttltct tnt •' ~ tlchftacal '''''"' 
ltadlft, ••• eachtltr ,, ScltftCI d.,, •• In fllfhl Ttchftol•t¥· The 
cvrrlculu• lA fllfht Ttc~olttv It dtlltfte4 tl fflvldt t ltlld 
ftvndattoft •~ the liberal trtl •• well at I thoroufh tOVcatltft ~• 
tralnlnt la a ttchnlcal dltclpllne. 
Flltht Officer O,tfeA 
~ Fllfht Officer •••••• '''''''' ltudentt fer tntr~ level IAtt 
carttrl and leedtrthlp relet 1ft the evlatltA co~un&t,. 
to~plttlon tf the ••Jtr, ''''''' the student ta trepare fer 
proftttlonal tllet potltlont. The ftllowlnt certiflcattt an~ 
ratlntt are ncavared fer traduatlone hlvate 'lllt Certltlc:ue, 
tnttru~ent Rat&nt• Co~trclal Pllet Ctrtlflctte ~lrplane, lintlt 
and Hultl-enslne Landt Certified flltht lnttructer, Airplane an• 
tnecru-ntftt. Certatft courttt require fM c:ertiflcattl ~• ratt"t 
11 trertQullltet. flltht tralnlnt and tlavltttr feet art ••••" 
the student and will be In eddltlen ta nor•al Unlvertlt' tultte• 
aftd "''• ~U fllfht tralr~lnt -"•11 N ••"' tu• the c.ntraet 
eperaur ~no) ter Central WaU.lllttOft Unlvanatr. ltvdentt are 
advlttd te '"''"' aft tcld.slc •'"'' te c:,..l~··· the rlltht Offlctr ~•Jer. ltvdelltt with flltht crtdlfttlalt bevtn- lht 
trlvatt ttltt art IIOt ellttble •• appl' far thlt •ajtr. (tee 
Airway Scflt(lce, lytt .. t tptlen). •(rhd Jut Opeutt .. ) 
I 
' 
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mT 171,llolllc lJ AMD .................. . ......... 1 
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fKTS Ill. LNod~ 1'*a ......................... . 
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PLT&ao.A..wJoe ~ .................................... 1 
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The areas of concentration in the airway ac:ience option are dea1ped to prepare 
'
radua tea for the ent~·level post tiou vt thin tbe av1aUoa industry or the 
ederal Aviation AdainistraUon. Atrvay science offers a curric:ulu based upon 
a strong foundation in the liberal art• In addition to technical coapetenc:e 
gained tbrough one of the four conc:entraUona. The c:urriuclu 11 dbeipUned and 
structured to educate future tec:bnteal ~era of governaent and the aviation 
industry. Basic: and breadth c:oursevorlt IIUtt be carefully selected to aeet 
graduation requireaents. Graduation requireaents are in excess of 180 credtta. 
The airway science option offers four areas of concentration: 
A. Airvay Science 
B. Aircraft Systeu Manqeaent 
c. Aviation Maintenance Hanageaent 
D. Airvay Electronics Systeaa 
In the absence of an appropriate aath/science background, the student aust have 
successfully completed algebra and physics prior to beina accepted into the 
aajor. . 
The following core courses are required of all airway science aajora. 
Core Courses 
PHY 111 lNT~ODUCTORY PHYSICS 
;lliET 160 CQ'1PVTE~ AIDED l)[SJ«JJl, ••• ~ 
CPSC Electlv• by Advisement 
I £T 271 BASIC £LECTRJCJTY 
lET 271,1 8ASJC ELEC.iRICITY lASOP.ATORY 
Choose bv advisement one of the following• 
v MATH 170 INTUIT IV£ CALCULUS • • • • • • OA 
MATH 172 .1 . CALCULUS 
xAOil'1 2028 t11CR0COKPU1El APPLJCATJa-.S 
CPSC 110 FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CPSC 111 FUNM1ENTALS OF CQ1PUTEA SCIENCE I I ••• OR. 
CPSC •l•ctlv• by advts~•nt 
x BUS 221 BUSJH£SS STATISTICS 
~BUS 323 OPEAATICtJS ~GD1ENT 
BUS 3eO ORGANJ2AT10NAL MANAGEMeNT 
FLT 151 PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL 
ctLT 151.1 f'RJVAT£ PILOT GROI..ND SCHOOl. LABoratory L T 330 AVJ AT I CJ-4 LAW FLT 316 FliGHT SAFETY ~D ACCJDD-IT PR£V£Nl.Ja-. 
FLT el•ctiv~s (upp•r division) by advls~ent 
(AHA Systems majors mu•t take FLT 33S-FLT OPS (~CR)) 
Credits 
s 
a 
3 
2 
5 
3 
~ 
4 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
4 
5 
7 
'' 
In add i 11 o ~ 10 th• · ~ ~u ir•d cor•, students will s•l•ct and 
compl•t• one of the ar~as of c~nc•ntr•tion. It Is •ss•ntial that 
stud•nts s•l•cting the Airway Science Option consult a d~partment 
advisor •arlv In th•ir Fr•shman v•ar to plan •n efficient 
· sch•dul•· railur• to 6o so may r•quire additional time to 
compl•t• d•gre• requirifllents. 
Applicants having certificates and ratings beyond the private pilot's certificate 
shall: 
1. Pass an FAA class I medical examination. 
2. Pass. to Central Washington University (CWU) standard~any 
combination of the following as deem~d necessary by the Flight 
Technology faculty; 
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a. a vrltten 'eiaaination for each certificate and rattnaa 
1139 
b. an oral exaainatton for each certificate and ratin,J 
e. fli1ht ai.ulator perforaance evaluation(a). 
3. Pass a fl11ht exu1nat1on vith the Central VasM!llton Dn1versl~ (CVU) 
chief pilot or fli~ exaainer of the CVU chief pilot'• choice tf deeaed 
necessary by the reviev board. All fltabt exaainaUou shall be 
adainlstered at Bovera ·rteld, lllensbura, Vu\i111ton, aDd tbe aircraft 
used shall be provided by the CVU contract operator. 
All exa~~inatlona, 8111\Jlator, fliJht fees, and exuiner feela shall be paicl by the 
student. 
Graduates aay ex~ct to obtain entry level positions in the aviation lodutry as 
a professional pilot. 
NOTB: Flight tralniDJ costs and si•ulator fees are not included in the 
registration fees. These costs are in addition to tuiUon1 university fees and 
any other incidental expenses vhich are noraally charged aurin1 tuition. 
·- . - •·• . . . . . 
"· Airway Schnee Hana9taleftt ConcennaUe• 
Cours.work in thit concentration will prepare ttudtnta for a 
varattY of adminittrative and manag~tnt potitions in t~ aviataon 
c:onvnuM tv• Caner opttont e•ist in induttrll and tht ,overnmtnt in 
manag~tnt as r•lattd to aviation acttviti••• •uch as Air Traffic 
Control, Airport H1nager, General Operation• Hanager and Air 
Carr 1 tr I"! an agtflltn t. 
A~pllcant• •hould score to, or hi,h•r on the Air Traffic Control 
aptitude •xaminatlon If ATC it their carter ob;ectiv•. A private 
pilot'• licenu it strongly reconwn•ndtd, prior to graduation, for 
all ••l•c:ting thi• con~•ntrataon. 
Cour••• 
Core Courses 
iF'LT 331 AJ. TAAHlC CCNTROL. 
F'LT 333 AlA TRANSPORTATJON 
F'LT 33._ AIAPORT ~G~ 
1t BUS 32._ AI)VPIIICED OPEAAT I ON$ ~G01ENT 
(IUS 37t JNTROOUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL AELATI~S 
xBU$ 381 MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN. RESOURCES 
xBUS 385 OR~JZATJ~L. THEORY 
xCOH 3._5 8USJNESS N-41> PROFESS! ~L SPEAKING 
.:CCI1 365 OR~IZATI~L CCt11l.NI CATJ(JII 
l(ADOH 385 BUSINESS CCt11LNICATICNS IINO llEPOAT WRITING 
~FLT 490 CONTRACTED FIELD EXPERIENCE 
J( Electives bY 1d11 i ~e~un t 
~· 
8, Aircraft SystEflls Hanagement Con.centratSOn 
Credits 
3 
4 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
.. 
5 
15 
3 
126 
This ar•a of conc•ntration focus•• on aircraft flight optr~tlon•. 
Aircraft Systtms H1na~~tnt t• d•ttgntd for thott person•, 
who curr•ntly hold Pilot cerUUcatee and ratings 
b•yond tht private pilot c•rtfficat•. Stud•nt• mu•t obtain the 
followtn' c•rtlflcat••• and ratings prior to graduation• Private 
Pilot Ctrtif'lcatt, Instrument llattng, Comn•rclal Pilot CtrtHicate 
Airplane, Single and Hultt•ngln• Landi Certifi•d Flight 
Instructor, Airplane, ln•trument and Hultl•nglne, All 
foremtntion•d certificates and rating• Mu•t bt done Jn the manner I 
approved by tht rM under FAA Part 1411 and that aU aircraft 
utUiz•d in such Instruction b• tiiiiU•rh approv•d. Once a 
stud•nt hu tl'lrol~td at Central W••Mntton Unlvtni tv, aU ! 
tubs~Qu•nt flight tralnlnt 111ust bt completed fro11 th4t fli,tlt 
school d•slgnat•d u th• Contract Op•rator for th• Unlv•rtit\1. 
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Credita 
rtor2if'uu Hf:TEOlltOL.OGY 
JFLT 220 AllltCAArT $VSTD1S I 
xf'l.. T 220 .1 A llltCAAf'T SYSTD1S I , t.AI DRATORY 
cfL.T 2•4 SINGLE ENGINE Sl~TOllt, INSTRUHENT I 
tFLT 245 SINGLE ENGINE SIHULATOit, INSTRUHENT I J 
JfL.T 252 INSTRUMENT 'ILOT GROUND SCHOOL 
•F'L.T 252.1 JNSTilUHENT PILOT GROUND SCHOOL.. LABORATORY 
•F'L.T 253 CCH1£lltCIAl 'JLOT GROUND SCHOOL 
FL.T 311 WEATHER lltEPORTJNG AND PNALYSJS 
F'L T 31t AEROOYt>Wil CS 
HLT 320 AI RCAAfT SYST01S II 
FL.T 333 AIR T~SPORTATION 
•FL.; 3•• MULTI-ENGINE SIHULA~C~. 3ASJC 
IIF'LT 34~ MUL. TI-ENGJNE SJHULATOit, NAV1 GAT I CN 
fL.T 357 F'LJGHT INSTRUCTOR GROUND SCHOOL 
VfLT 357,1 F'LIGHT INSTRUCTOR GROUND SCHOOL, LABORATORY 
IFLT 421 TRANSPORT AJRC~ SYSTEMS 
fL T 4" fll GHT INSTA.UCTOA, INSTIH11EJIIT 
X fL. T •58 .1 F'L J GHT INSTRUCTOit, JNSTR~, LABORATORY 
fLT 459 CERTIFIED FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR, MUlTI-ENGJN£ 
XFLT 488 PILOT PERfORMANCE (ATC 810) 
fLT tltctivtt by advls~tnt 
Aviation Halnttnanct Mana~~tnt ttudtntt will r•c•ivt in d•pth 
coutragt of the thtorttical and practical application and an 
Airfr~t and Powerplant c•rtlficatt from a Federal Aviation 
Admlnittrat on approv•d curriculum undtr tht F'•d•ral Aviation 
Rtgulation 147. Graduattt fro~ thit conc•ntration wtll bt 
qualifitd for car•trt not only in mAintenanct but al~o in 
~uptrvl~ton •nd m~n•g~tnt. 
Opportunitt~ txlst both In govtrnment and tht privatt s•ctort of 
aviation. 
NOTE• Sixty (60) upptr dlvl~ion crtditt •r• rtqulr•d for 
graduation. Without cartful planning, ont could bt 
dtficitnt In thit rtquinm•nt. 
Core Cour1e1 
AI RriVI/1£ PNO P()..IERPLANT CERTI Fl CATE ** 
CHEM 101 C<NTEHPORARY CHEMl STRY 
F'LT tltctluts by •dvlsement 
1.!'5 
"• 4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
• 
• 3 
' 4 1 
1 
2 
2 
' 1 
1 
3 
2 
' 125 
**Certificate not offered 
at Central Washington 
University. Forty-five 
credits of the airframe 
and powerplant certifi-
cate will be accepted 
upon completion of all 
other degree require-
ments. See program 
director. 
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D. Airway El.ctro~iet Syst-.s Concentration 
Student• toloc:t l ng tht Aarway Eltc.tronact conc:tntraUon rtc:tavt 1 
eompr,htnt i vt education in tltc:tron i ct thtorv and practical 
1~pl l eation. Graduatot ITt pr oparod for caroort in touornmont and 
aviat i on tlec:tronlct. !llainttnanco, operations, ttttint and 
development, Gradulttl of tl''lt Airway Eloc:tronic:t conc:tntration 
will bt qual fttd for tuporvitory and man19~tnt rotpontibilataot. 
Core Coura .. 
ACH£1'1 101 
,_ CH£1'1 101 . 1 
11. CPSC 2iS 
t\ATH 172.2 
ELT 371 
ELT 3?2 
JET 16S 
JET 272 
lET 273 
JET 375 
.11.1£1 3?S.1 
J[T 37, 
JET 37? 
Courses 
C~T£1'1POPARY CHEMI ST!tY 
CH£1'11 STAY LAB ORATORY 
ELEHENTARY DATA STRUCTU~ES 
CALCULUS 
A~CED OJGITAL 
ELECTRICAL PCJ.IER ANO ~CHlNERY 
ENGINEERING DRAWING I 
BASIC ElECTRONICS 
NETWORK ANALYSIS 
HJCROPROCESSOR APPLICATJ~S 
HICROPROCESSOR ELECTR~ICS· 
INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS 
INSTRIJ1ENTAT I Qll 
PULSE Cl RCUITS JET 378 
IET/ELT tltct i utt bv advlt~tnt 
SCIENCE EDUCATION 
COURSE ADDITION 
SCED 598. Special Topics (1-6). 
(Automatic approval.) 
Cl'edtu 
6S 
4 
1 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
.. 
4 
3 
1 
4 
4 
4 
10 
12S 
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